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Preface
In a report accompanying funding for the National Institutes of Health for
Fiscal Year 1995, the Senate Appropriations Committee requested a study from the
National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and the Insti-
tute of Medicine.  The study was to address “the criteria that should be used in
judging the appropriate allocation of funds to research and development activities,
the appropriate balance among different types of institutions that conduct such
research, and the means of assuring continued objectivity in the allocation process.”
The study originated from the Appropriations Committee’s concern “that at a time
when there is much opportunity to understand and cure disease, funding for health
research supported by NIH in the next fiscal year is held to below the inflation rate
for medical research due to budget constraints.  Similarly, other Federal research
agencies are confronted with constrained resources resulting from the virtual freeze
in discretionary outlays.”
The charge was daunting when it was requested by the Appropriations Com-
mittee and is even more so now.  With a year’s passage, the concern with a “virtual
freeze in discretionary outlays” seems an understatement.  The efforts by both the
Administration and the Congress to reduce the federal deficit have prompted pro-
posals to cut programs, consolidate or abolish agencies, and even do away with
whole departments.  The federal research and development enterprise has not been
exempt from examination, nor should it be.  Since the end of World War II, this
enterprise has become vast and complex, and it accounts for a significant part of the
discretionary outlays of the federal government.  It is thus important that the nature
and structure of federal support for research and development, as well as the ben-
efits it brings, be understood to assure that as budgets are reduced, the strengths of
U.S. science and technology are maintained, while the anachronistic or weak as-
pects are pruned.
The Committee on Criteria for Federal Support of Research and Development
approached its task with realism about the budget pressures, an eagerness to pro-
vide advice that could guide both the Executive Branch and Congress, and a con-
cern for fairness in evaluating the many parts of the enterprise.  The committee’s
membership reflected these aims, including individuals who perform federally
funded research, who use the results in industry and other sectors, who have been
involved in shaping federal research and development programs in the past, and
who are students of the research and development enterprise.
The committee’s realism about budget pressures was matched by its realism
about the report’s immediate impact on current budgets.  It is the committee’s hope
that this report will serve well both the executive and legislative branches as they
grapple with the very hard decisions that will have to be made over many budget
cycles, in a politically and fiscally difficult environment.
The theme of the committee’s report is continuance in the face of change.
Continuance builds on the spectacularly successful results of postwar federal invest-
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ments in research and development.  By any measure, these investments have been
recouped many times over in contributing to a strong and globally competitive U.S.
economy, hastening the end of the Cold War, providing continuing national security
against new enemies, advancing the fight against disease, improving our environ-
ment, and producing revelations about ourselves, our world, and our cosmos.
Change comes in acknowledging that the federal research and development enter-
prise must adapt to a new world.  The Cold War is over.  Global competition is both
economic and military, involving many more nations than did the past bipolar
confrontation of nuclear superpowers.  These problems create opportunities.  In-
deed, science and technology will be even more important in the future than they
are today.  Change is also reflected in the very doing of science, as computers and
high-speed communication networks expand access to databases and facilities
throughout the world and enable daily collaboration among scientists and engineers
separated by great distances.
Over time, institutions and programs have been created that no longer serve
us well.  Even good programs and institutions must give way to successors that are
better and are more closely linked to new national needs.  These are painful mes-
sages.  Some of the committee’s members have built their professional lives through
programs and institutions that may not survive application of the principles the
committee proposes for judging future expenditures.  At the same time, the commit-
tee believes strongly that failure to make these choices will prove costly, serving
neither the nation nor the scientific community.  That said, the committee appreci-
ates that its principles for judging programs and institutions are, by necessity, gen-
eral and must be given more specificity when applied to particular programs and
institutions.  As a practical matter, the committee did not offer specific details for
implementing the judgments that must be made.  The committee believes that those
who must make the decisions and execute them should be given the latitude to
apply these principles sensibly.
The report is short, and deliberately so.  Part I offers the committee’s recom-
mendations, with sufficient elaboration to enable readers to understand them.  The
four supplements included in Part II give details underlying the recommendations.
These supplements are not mere appendixes, but provide background critical to
understanding this brief report.  For example, Supplement 2 shows how the com-
mittee derived a new budget index it calls federal science and technology (FS&T).
The committee believes that these federal funds best define the public investment in
the science and technology base that is essential for maintaining U.S. health, pros-
perity, and security.
In addition to the facts and analyses provided in the supplements, the commit-
tee relied on other means for arriving at its judgments, including more than 35
letters received from individuals in leadership positions in industry, academia, and
scientific societies; a number of outreach meetings held around the country; several
commissioned papers; communications through an Internet home page; briefings
by senior government officials whose agencies are collectively responsible for most
of the federal research and development budget; and discussions with many indi-
viduals in the Administration and Congress.  The committee is grateful to all who
took the time to provide assistance and in doing so not only tutored us, but also
showed their concern for the future of the U.S. research and development enter-
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prise.  The individuals who assisted the committee and the background papers
prepared for it are acknowledged in Appendixes C and D, respectively.
Some will think it politically unwise that we recommend a process and
guidelines for identifying activities that can be reduced or eliminated and for
reallocating the savings to ones more essential to preserving U.S. leadership in
science and technology.  We have been told that our advice will be only partially
followed—that the cuts will be made but that the savings will not be reallocated
to federal science and technology.  Perhaps.  But we see no alternative.  We can
only hope that the case we have made is convincing, and trust that our recommen-
dations to maintain U.S. strength in science and technology will be accepted.  The
committee believes that the political wisdom that created the remarkably successful
U.S. research and development enterprise will endure, driven by the U.S. public’s
strong and abiding support for federal science and technology.
This report results from the work of many people.  I especially thank the
committee itself.  It had what some believed a near-impossible task.  Whether it
succeeded is for others to judge.  I shall always be grateful to these extraordinarily
accomplished and able people for the care, intelligence, and above all the time they
gave to wise and experienced judgments about a federal role that is so vital to the
nation’s future.  Finally, I know I speak for all the committee members in acknowl-
edging our indebtedness to the staff—consummate professionals who know as
much about science policy issues as any in Washington, and without whose partici-
pation the report would be much diminished.
Frank Press
Chair
Committee on Criteria for Federal
Support of Research and Development
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Part I
Improving the Allocation Process for
Federal Science and Technology
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3Determining Principles for
Allocating Federal Funds
The federal government has played a pivotal role in developing the world’s
most successful system of research and development.  Over the past 5 decades the
U.S. scientific and technical enterprise has expanded dramatically, and the federal
investments in it have produced enormous benefits for the nation’s economy, na-
tional defense, health, and social well-being.  Science and technology will be at least
as important for our nation’s future as they have been for our past, but further
expansion of federal funding for research and development is unrealistic in the next
several years.  Both the current administration’s 10-year budget plan and the 7-year
plans passed by the House and Senate propose significant reductions in federal dis-
cretionary spending.  Maintaining the vigor of research and development is impor-
tant—indeed essential—to the nation’s future and will require the ability to increase
funding for new opportunities selectively, even while reducing the overall budget.
The Committee on Criteria for Federal Support of Research and Development
believes that it will be possible to sustain this country’s scientific and technological
preeminence and the strong federal role within current fiscal constraints if the
recommendations in this report are adopted.  Ensuring the nation’s future health,
however, may well require augmented investments later—after the current period of
reorganization and consolidation has helped control costs and sharpen focus.
As we consider how to restructure federally funded research and development
to meet today’s budget realities, it is important to recognize the considerable
strengths of the current system (see Supplement 1 for historical background).
Those strengths should not be lost.  “Top-down” mission-oriented management and
“bottom-up” investigator-initiated research projects have combined to create a
powerful research and development engine that is the envy of the world.  Computer
science, surface science, molecular biology, and other fields have emerged in re-
sponse to new opportunities, and widely disparate fields have been combined to
create entirely new applications.  Competitively funded research and development
projects subject to national merit review and conducted in every state of our nation
have proven particularly effective.  Federally funded university science and engi-
neering, in addition to yielding new discoveries, has produced new generations of
scientists and engineers who serve in academia, industry, and government and also
fill critical management positions there.  Investments in science have dramatically
expanded our knowledge of ourselves and our universe, and new technologies have
improved our daily lives.  The fruits of federally funded research and development
have been applied effectively by U.S. industry.  Drawing on the support provided by
many sponsoring agencies and the results from a wide range of performing institu-
tions, the American entrepreneurial spirit has tapped federally funded research and
development to form entirely new industries in areas such as microelectronics,
biotechnology, and communications and information technology, among others.
The federal government invests in a portfolio of highly diversified activities in
research and development in many disciplines—but there has not been an actively
managed federal “budget.”  With the exception of selected recent initiatives, the
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federal R&D budget has been tallied up after the fact—it is the sum of R&D expendi-
tures from federal departments and agencies used mainly for comparison with other
federal expenditures or with the R&D budgets of other industrialized nations.  Be-
cause it is added together after the individual budget and appropriations decisions
have been made, it has never been “managed” as a coherent whole.  Yet there is a
federal process—one that engages a broad range of issues, complex interactions,
and conflicts—from which de facto priorities emerge.  Those priorities reflect
contending goals, different performers (public or private; university, industry, or
federal laboratories), multiple funding sources (almost every federal department and
agency), competing jurisdictions (executive and legislative branches; budget, appro-
priations, and authorization committees within Congress), and international eco-
nomic competition (proprietary national investment or international cooperation).
The extraordinary success of U.S. research and development can be continued
within current budget constraints.  However, ensuring continuing success will
require rigorous discipline and a coherent and comprehensive approach for decid-
ing how resources are used.  This report proposes a new process for allocating and
monitoring federal spending for science and technology across disciplines and
government agencies.  With an integrated view and a coherent federal science and
technology budget, it will be possible to make selective reductions in some areas, so
as to free badly needed resources for more productive investments and new oppor-
tunities that arise.
Defining a Federal Science and Technology Budget
To obtain advice on an appropriate budget design, Congress asked this com-
mittee to recommend criteria for federal support of research and development.
Federal research and development expenditures are reported in current budget
documents as being more than $70 billion annually.1   Almost half of this amount,
however, is spent on such activities as testing and evaluation of new aircraft and
weapons systems in the Department of Defense, nuclear weapons work in the
Department of Energy, and missions operations and evaluation in the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Those activities are very important, but they
involve the demonstration, testing, and evaluation of current knowledge and exist-
ing technologies.  Even when they are technologically advanced, these functions do
not involve the creation of new knowledge and the development of new technolo-
gies.  The federal research and development budget as currently reported is thus
misleading, because it includes large items that do not conform to the usual mean-
ing of research and development.2
In studying how to ensure the continuing vibrance of U.S. research and devel-
opment, the committee focused on the $35 billion to $40 billion in federal research
and development spent annually on expanding fundamental knowledge and creating
new technologies (see Supplement 2).  Those are the expenditures that constitute
federal support for a national science and technology base that underlies not only
defense and space programs, but also the advancement of scientific knowledge and
new technology used in many fields and industries.  To focus discussion and more
clearly identify this investment component of the federal research and development
budget, the committee developed the term federal science and technology  (FS&T)
and an accompanying budget index (for details, see Supplement 2, especially Boxes
II.3 and II.4).  FS&T is used throughout this report to describe federal funding for
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those science and technology activities that produce or expand the use of new
knowledge and new or enabling technologies (for examples, see Table I.1).
The committee recommends that, in the future, government support for basic
and applied science and technology be presented, analyzed, and considered in
terms of an FS&T budget.  The current FS&T budget of $35 billion to $40 billion,
including both training and research and development, represents about 0.5 percent
of the nation’s gross domestic product (see Box II.3 for background and definition).
The distribution of funds for research and development as traditionally reported,
compared to FS&T, illustrates the difference between the two concepts.  Private
industry performs the largest share of federally funded research and development as
traditionally reported, but most of this work is downstream product demonstration,
testing, and evaluation that is excluded from the committee’s recommended new
measure.  When the FS&T measure is used instead, industry drops from first to third.
Federal laboratories (both in-house and contractor-run) account for the largest share
(39%) of FS&T, followed by academic institutions (31%), industry (21%), and non-
profit and other institutions (9%).  (See Supplement 2 for additional details.)
The committee’s definition of FS&T deliberately blurs any distinction between
basic and applied science or between science and technology (see Table I.1).  A
complex relationship has evolved between basic and applied science and technol-
ogy.  In most instances, the linear sequential view of innovation is simplistic and
misleading.  Basic and applied science and technology are treated here as one inter-
related enterprise, as they are conducted in the science and engineering schools of
our universities and in federal laboratories.  For further explanation of why the com-
mittee aggregates these activities within a single budget, see Supplements 1 and 4.
Structure and Approach of This Report
Part I of this report focuses on the committee’s 13 recommendations for
improving the process of allocating federal funds for science and technology.  The
conclusions, recommendations, and discussion are organized and presented to serve
the following five purposes:
1.  Make the allocation process more coherent, systematic, and comprehensive;
2.  Determine total federal spending for federal science and technology, based
on a clear commitment to ensuring U.S. leadership;
3.  Allocate funds to the best projects and people;
4.  Ensure that sound scientific and technical advice guides allocation deci-
sions; and
5.  Improve federal management of research and development activities.
Part II contains four supplements that provide critical background for and
explain the rationale behind the committee’s recommendations.  Supplement 1
briefly surveys science policy and the impact of federal support since World War II;
Supplement 2 describes the derivation of the FS&T budget number; Supplement 3
outlines the existing process for allocating funds; and Supplement 4 treats the
distinction between basic and applied research and the interplay between federal
and industrial funding.  Four appendixes give details that bear on committee pro-
cess and background.  A fifth lists the acronyms used in this report.
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TABLE I.1 Federal Science and Technology:  Examples of Work That Enables
Continuing U.S. Innovation
Characteristics Examples (Funding Agencies)
Basic Research
Creates new knowledge; is Characterizing the mechanism of
generic, non-appropriable, and Alzheimer’s disease—at  many
openly available; is often done universities and NIH (NIH)
with no specific application in Studying the physics of cloud formation—
mind; requires a long-term at universities and the National Center
commitment for Atmospheric Research (NOAA, NSF)
Exploring the chemistry of photo-
synthesis—at many universities and
federal laboratories (USDA, NSF)
Elucidating basic components of matter
through particle physics—at Fermi
Laboratory and many universities
(DOE, NSF)
Understanding how earthquakes and
volcanoes are related to plate tectonics—
at  universities and USGS laboratories
(USGS, NSF)
Exploring the changes in the universe over
time through astronomy and cosmology—
at universities, national  laboratories, and
NASA centers (NSF, NASA, DOE)
Studying how language is acquired—at
universities (NSF, NIH)
Studying risk perception and methods of
risk management—at universities and
EPA, DOE, and DOD laboratories
(EPA, DOE, DOD, NSF)
Applied Research
Uses research methods  to address Predicting ground motion and landslides
questions with a specific purpose; caused by  earthquakes—at universities
pays explicit attention to and federal laboratories (USGS)
producing knowledge relevant Discovering flexible, non-brittle,
to producing  a technology or manufacturable, high-temperature
service; overlaps extensively superconducting wire—at Los Alamos
with basic research; can be National Laboratory and universities
short- or long-term (DOE, DOD)
Conducting clinical research on cancer
chemotherapy and clinical trial
methodology—at NIH, FDA, and
academic health centers (NIH, FDA, CDC)
Studying ethnography and sociology of
drug abuse rituals related to AIDS
transmission—at state health departments
and universities (NIH, CDC)
Studying econometric projection
techniques—in universities and various
federal agencies (NSF, DHHS, USDA,DOD)
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Discovering diagnostics and vaccines to
combat emerging infections—at
universities, foreign research centers, and
CDC, NIH, and DOD laboratories (DOD,
CDC, NIH, USAID)
Designing a new programming language—
at universities and  software companies
(DOD, NSF)
Fundamental Technology Development
Develops prototypes; uses research Building an optical computer—at uni-
findings to develop practical versities and computer  firms (NSF, DOD)
applications; is of general  interest Developing new approaches to parallel
to a sector or sectors, but full processing, software, and hardware—at
returns cannot be captured by any FFRDCs, universities, and private firms
one company; is usually short-term, (DOD, NSF)
but can be long-term; is not Building a prototype DNA sequencing
developed for one identifiable machine—at Caltech (NSF)
commercial or military product; Conducting clinical trials of a drug to treat
often makes use of new knowledge   heroin addiction—at VA hospitals, NIH,
from basic or  applied research and academic health centers (DVA, NIH)
Developing high-temperature ceramics for
internal combustion engines—at
universities and FFRDCs (NIST, DOD)
Studying vitrification for storage of nuclear
and hazardous waste—at national
laboratories and some university
engineering departments (DOE, EPA)
Identifying a specific laser for use in guided
missiles (before use in any one missile)—
at DOD and university laboratories (DOD)
Adapting cognitive science of language
recognition for development of natural-
language software—at universities
and national laboratories (NSF, NIH, DOD)
Developing strong, high-temperature alloys
for engines, but not for a jet engine for a
particular aircraft—at universities, NASA
centers, DOD laboratories, and private
firms (NASA, DOD)
Breeding drought-resistant or saline-tolerant
crop plants—at USDA centers and
universities (USDA, USAID)
Adapting fiber-optic laser surgery for
prostate cancer—at universities and
national laboratories (DOE, DOD, NIH)
Developing a prototype for a walking robot
—at FFRDCs, universities, and national
laboratories (NASA, DOD, NSF, DOE)
TABLE I.1 Continued
Characteristics Examples (Funding Agencies)
Applied Research (continued)
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Conclusions, Recommendations,
and Discussion
The committee believes that the following 13 recommendations, as a set, will
enable continuance of a strong federal research and development system at a time of
change and stress.
The United States Must Develop a More Coherent Budget Process
for Science and Technology.
 (Recommendations 1-3)
RECOMMENDATION 1. The President should present an annual
comprehensive FS&T budget, including areas of increased and
reduced emphasis.  The budget should be sufficient to serve
national priorities and foster a world-class scientific and techni-
cal enterprise.
Currently, the federal research and development budget is typically defined as
the sum of the research and development funds obligated or proposed by federal
departments and agencies for programs and facilities classified as R&D.  The re-
search and development budget is never considered as an integrated whole during
the development of the President’s budget or given an overall review by Congress.
Rather, the research and development budget is developed in the context of indi-
vidual agency missions and programs.
Recent administrations have attempted to introduce more coherence in fed-
eral policy for R&D by creating an intergovernmental committee structure to coordi-
nate budgeting for high-priority programs that involve more than one agency, for
example, research on global change and on high-performance computing and com-
munications. 3   The President may even single out certain programs or facilities as
presidential initiatives.  However, it has been difficult to shape those initiatives into
integrated efforts that are more than an aggregation of agency programs that already
exist.  When the budget reaches Congress, it is disaggregated into the various appro-
priations bills and considered by many authorizing committees and appropriations
subcommittees; efforts to achieve integrated initiatives can be quickly undone.
The existing approach works reasonably well during periods of growth, when
new opportunities and shifts in emphasis can be accommodated within budget
increases—without cutting back or closing down older activities that no longer rank
as high priorities.  But the disaggregated approach is less suitable when major
cutbacks must be made.  For example, the Department of Defense budget for re-
search and development historically has supported the majority of federal funding
for academic research and training in electrical engineering, metallurgy and materi-
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als, and computer science;4  the Department of Energy is the largest contributor to
other fields such as materials science (when national laboratories are included).  All
science and engineering depend critically on those fields, and cuts in Department of
Defense and Department of Energy programs made for other purposes might well
have significant and inadvertent impacts on diverse research and development
programs conducted in many other agencies and having clear importance to the
country.  U.S. leadership in science and technology depends on more than the basic
research supported by the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes
of Health.  It also depends on the science and engineering funded by the Depart-
ment of Energy, Department of Defense, National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, National Institute of Standards and Technology, and other mission agencies.
Budget cuts require an integrated consideration of their effects.  Only in this
way can the President and Congress determine the levels of investment for impor-
tant, high-priority areas of research and development (especially those involving
multiple agencies or reallocations among agencies), make the trade-offs needed to
free up funds for new initiatives within the FS&T budget, and incorporate the results
of systematic program and agency evaluations.  Achieving such coordination will
require significant changes in how the executive and legislative branches deal with
the budget for federal science and technology.  The requisite changes are discussed
in Recommendations 2 and 3.
Questions to Consider in the Executive Office of the President
The President, the Office of Management and Budget, and the President’s
Science and Technology Advisor should employ a process that explicitly and publicly
addresses pertinent questions, such as those listed below, as a means of providing
budget guidance to agencies and a rationale to Congress and the public (see Box I.1
for a description of how the process might work).5
• Is the aggregate FS&T budget adequate to support the human and material
resources that will maintain the United States as one of the leading nations in re-
search and development in accord with the overarching national goals proposed in
Recommendation 4 below?
• Does the FS&T budget recognize presidential initiatives, which might in-
clude national security needs; technical training of personnel in areas of national
need; promising scientific opportunities; human spaceflight; research and develop-
ment of economic importance, such as materials science; emerging public health
problems; environmental or disaster mitigation; international projects; or responses
to policies of other countries?
• Does the FS&T budget reflect overall federal budget constraints?
• Does the FS&T budget maintain strength by reallocating funds effectively?
• Are resources for laboratories, centers, and projects with obsolete missions
or of insufficient quality being phased out, reduced, or redirected?
• Are measures proposed for reducing costs and inefficiencies?
• Is the FS&T budget appropriately balanced, and does it take account of the
interdependencies of programs supported by different departments and agencies?
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BOX I.1
PRIORITY SETTING AND DETERMINING FS&T BUDGETS AT THE PRESIDENTIAL LEVEL:
HOW IT MIGHT WORK
At the beginning of the budget cycle, the President, with advice from the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget and the President’s Science and Technology Advisor,1 de-
cides on the aggregate level of funding for federal science and technology (FS&T) across the
government that will maintain a leadership role for the United States and preserve the ability of
agencies to perform their missions.  Guidance is sent to agencies listing presidential priorities,
including trade-offs and reallocations across agencies that reflect these priorities, as well as
crises, opportunities, or evaluations.  An extract of the President’s budget message to Congress
might read:  “The federal science and technology budget is $XX billion dollars.  Although this
represents a reduction of $X billion, international comparisons show that it will enable us to
maintain a world-class position in fundamental science and technology and a leadership posi-
tion in the select fields of A, B, and C.  The budget reduction was achieved by beginning to
close and merge X federal laboratories and federally funded research and development centers
(FFRDCs) as recommended by the laboratory-closing commission, and shutting down other
programs no longer necessary or of poor quality.  Within this budget reduction, I am recom-
mending increases in funding for the physical sciences at the National Science Foundation;
material sciences at federal laboratories, FFRDCs, and university materials research centers;
research on the causes of violence at the National Science Foundation and on interventions to
prevent it at the National Institute of Mental Health; research on genetic origins of disease at
the National Institutes of Health; and microelectronics and sensor development in the Depart-
ment of Defense programs.  These initiatives will meet mission needs and contribute to the
nation’s overall strength in science and technology. . . . ”
1The Science and Technology Advisor has a variety of mechanisms to learn about opportunities to in-
crease or decrease program budgets:  the President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology,
the National Science and Technology Council, and meetings with scientists and engineers from universi-
ties, federal laboratories, and industry, as well as meetings with science ministers from other countries.
RECOMMENDATION 2. Departments and agencies should make
FS&T allocation decisions based on clearly articulated criteria
that are congruent with those used by the Executive Office of the
President and by Congress.
Examples of important questions to be considered by federal departments and
agencies in allocating FS&T funding include the following (see Box I.2 for a descrip-
tion of how the process might work):
• Does the program under consideration contribute significantly to the
agency’s mission?
• Are there major new opportunities for research and development within the
purview of this agency that should be proposed?
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• Does the allocation of budget reductions or increases recognize the highest-
priority and highest-quality programs?  Does it allow for new initiatives?
• Does the agency’s external scientific and technical advisory body agree with
the choices and priorities?
• Are the procedures for evaluating quality and mechanisms for using such
evaluations both satisfactory?
• Does the peer or competitive merit review process used in recommended
programs identify the best projects and performers, whether intramural or extramu-
ral?  How is this demonstrated?
BOX I.2
EVALUATION OF FS&T PROGRAMS AT THE DEPARTMENT AND AGENCY LEVEL:
HOW IT MIGHT WORK
Cabinet secretaries or agency directors respond to presidential priorities and guidance.
The National Science and Technology Council is a vehicle for coordinating cross-agency pro-
grams and assessing the adequacy of the entire FS&T budget.  Budgets reflect federal fiscal
realities, the results of performance evaluations, and the recommendations of special labora-
tory-review commissions, and they allow for trade-offs to support new opportunities and new
missions by closing out projects and laboratories with outmoded missions or poor evaluations.
A response to the President’s stated priorities from the director of the National Institutes
of Health and the secretary of Health and Human Services, for example, might look like the
following:
“Dear Mr. (or Ms.) President:
“We recommend the termination of programs focused on A and the reduction of those
focused on B, following an external review.  The savings from those closings and reductions
will total $XX million this year, but savings in future fiscal years will be larger, as shown in the
accompanying projection.  We propose to reallocate $X of those savings to high-priority items
and emerging opportunities and problems.  In response to your national priorities, we propose
to increase funding for research by $X on the causes of violence and interventions to prevent
it at the National Institute of Mental Health.  In accord with your wishes to increase the na-
tional investment in the genetic origins of disease, $X million has been allocated, with $X
going to the National Center for Human Genome Research, and the remainder going to several
relevant institutes of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), as shown in the accompanying
chart. . . .
“Since the time of initial budget planning, we have become aware of the alarming spread
of the “alpha” virus, a new infectious agent.  The agent was identified by the rapid response of
investigators in the NIH intramural research program, working with the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in an international collaboration.  We have used a fraction of the NIH
discretionary account from the current fiscal year to fund small grant supplements to several
academic health centers, as well as several laboratories in the intramural program of the NIH.
Given the public health risk to the American people, we believe this is an urgent national
priority, and NIH needs to mount a much larger and more permanent research program, in-
cluding an extramural research effort to accompany our new intramural commitments.  We
request an additional $X million for this purpose. . . .”
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• Do programs recognize the importance of innovative and creative yet high-
risk projects, interdisciplinary projects, and support for young scientists or engi-
neers?
• Have trade-offs been made, cutting inferior or outmoded programs or divi-
sions to reduce budgets and to enable new initiatives?
• Is the agency maintaining the infrastructure for research and development
important to fulfilling its mission?  Do decision makers recognize the importance of
projects that both conduct research and train scientists and engineers?
• Does the allocation process fund the best performers equitably?  Does it
allow for the aspirations of institutions to improve their ability to compete and
contribute nationally?
• Do reallocation decisions among classes of performers maintain a critical
mass of expertise in federal agencies for effective priority setting, procurement, and
public oversight?
RECOMMENDATION 3.  Congress should create a process that
examines the entire FS&T budget before the total federal budget
is disaggregated into allocations to appropriations committees
and subcommittees.
Decisions to allocate public funds are the prerogative of elected officials.  The
committee understands that members of Congress must address national needs but
also represent the interests of constituents in their states or districts.  In a time of
severe fiscal constraints, public officials must decide among the many demands for
government funds.  The committee believes that the FS&T budget deserves special
care because of its importance to the future of the country and because of the inter-
dependence of its parts.  Thus, the committee recommends that the FS&T budget be
presented as a comprehensive whole in the President’s budget and similarly consid-
ered as a whole at the beginning of the congressional budget process before the
total federal budget is disaggregated and sent to the appropriations committees and
subcommittees (see Box I.3 for a description of how the process might work).  The
committee recognizes that FS&T needs will be only one determinant of appropria-
tions subcommittee allocations, but failure to take FS&T needs into account in
advance risks harming the innovative enterprise that is key to the nation’s future.
Within the FS&T budget, it is crucial to be able to make trade-offs among agencies,
programs, and performers in order to allow for new initiatives with funds freed by
reducing or closing projects no longer needed or of insufficient quality.
The budget committees in both houses of Congress should take FS&T needs
into account in the relevant budget function categories, such as defense, health,
space, energy, agriculture, and general science.  Budget resolutions do not deter-
mine appropriations decisions, however, but only set overall caps.6   The appropria-
tions committees therefore also must assess FS&T needs, both before and after
deciding allocations to subcommittees, and when considering specific line items
within agencies.  Further, the subcommittees should consider research and develop-
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ment needs and the FS&T budget as a whole as they allocate funds for agencies
within their jurisdictions and make trade-offs against other spending.
A more coherent FS&T budget process in the Executive Branch should help
Congress as well.  The Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Govern-
ment recommended reorganization of the congressional committee structure and
other measures.7   Even without such reorganization, however, the current budget
process could be improved by making it more open, soliciting better advice about
research and development needs from outside experts, and assessing research and
development needs early in the process.  Recent administrations and Congresses
have already taken steps in this direction, but further measures are needed.
Questions for Budget and Full Appropriations Committees
to Consider
• Is the priority given to research and development adequate compared to the
priority accorded other objectives in the government-wide discretionary budget?
• Is the total FS&T budget adequate to maintain a world-class level of scien-
tific and technical performance by the United States?
• Does the President’s FS&T budget sufficiently reflect fiscal constraints?
• Are the President’s research and development priorities, trade-offs (e.g.,
reductions, closures, transfers, increases), and reallocations among agencies and
programs appropriate?
• Are allocations to the various federal budget functions sufficient for agen-
cies to perform their missions?
BOX I.3
CONSIDERING AND EVALUATING A COMPREHENSIVE FS&T BUDGET IN CONGRESS:
HOW IT MIGHT WORK
The process of congressional evaluation begins with an assessment of the overall FS&T
budget and the allocations to the departments and agencies.  The chairs of the relevant autho-
rization and appropriations committees are involved in a process that evaluates the proposed
levels, trade-offs, reallocations, and cuts and increases across the government.  The budget
committees then assign funding levels to the several budget categories in which the FS&T
budget is embedded.  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) tracks the FS&T pool as it is
affected by the activities of the appropriations subcommittees and reports its status to the
cognizant committee chairs.  The committees and subcommittees undertake their process of
hearings, consultations, and markups.
One novel feature of this process is attention to the FS&T budget as a whole, and the trade-
offs within it, before decisions are made about allocations to budget functions and to appro-
priations subcommittees.  Another new feature is the monitoring of the FS&T pool throughout
the process.  Members, with the help of the CBO, can track the FS&T pool as trade-offs are
made across and within agencies for the multiple purposes of meeting budget constraints;
maintaining S&T leadership; fulfilling agency missions; responding to changing missions, op-
portunities, and crises; ensuring quality control and oversight; and accomplishing organiza-
tional reform.
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• Are there problems or opportunities identified by Congress that are not
adequately accommodated in the President’s FS&T budget?
Questions for Authorization Committees and Appropriations
Subcommittees to Consider
• Do the priorities of the authorization committee or appropriations subcom-
mittee agree with those of the budget committee?
• Does the authorization committee or appropriations subcommittee agree
with the programs and allocations proposed for the agencies under its jurisdiction?
• Have the committees or subcommittees identified research areas, fields, or
enabling technologies that are neglected or overfunded in the President’s budget?
• Are items added to the FS&T budget by Congress intended to meet an
important national need?  Can the designated recipient institution make a national
or regional contribution?  Is the funding subject to external merit review?  Has the
item been aired in open hearings?  Does it displace other FS&T investments of
higher national priority?
• Will changes made by the committee or subcommittee have an impact on
research and development programs outside its jurisdiction, and, if so, have they
been taken into account?
Considering the FS&T budget as a coherent whole can improve the allocation
process but cannot eliminate conflicts among agencies, among congressional com-
mittees and subcommittees, between the Senate and the House of Representatives,
and between the executive and legislative branches.  Such conflict is a part of the
decentralized system of checks and balances in the U.S. federal system.  The commit-
tee believes, however, that implementing Recommendations 1 through 3 will im-
prove the budget process, better focusing the nation’s public investment in research
and development on the most important and promising opportunities.
The United States Should Strive to Continue as the World Leader
in Science and Technology.
(Recommendations 4 and 5)
RECOMMENDATION 4. The President and Congress should
ensure that the FS&T budget is sufficient to allow the United
States to achieve preeminence in a select number of fields and to
perform at a world-class level in the other major fields.8
The pool of approximately $35 billion to $40 billion in annual public support
for FS&T is large and diverse.  The committee believes that it is possible within that
budget to reduce some programs, eliminate others, increase support of high-oppor-
tunity fields, and restrain federal spending—all while maintaining our nation’s
tradition of excellence in science and technology.   To continue as a world leader,
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BOX I.4
EVALUATING FS&T OPPORTUNITIES AND MAKING INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS:
HOW IT MIGHT WORK
Every five years, panels are convened to evaluate the fields in each major area of science
and technology (e.g., physics, biology, electrical engineering), their standing in the world, and
the resources needed to reach and maintain world-class position.  Evaluation focuses on out-
puts, such as important discoveries, and also on certain benchmarks of best practice, such as
number of scientists and engineers and their training or the current state of the laboratories
and research facilities.  To avoid conflicts of interest, at least half of the panel will include a few
nonscientists plus experts from fields outside but related to the fields being evaluated.  The
panel will also include specialists in the evaluated fields who are recruited from the United
States and foreign countries.  If any field within a major area is performing below world stan-
dards but is judged to be a national priority, the panel will recommend that its budget be
augmented or other changes made to bring it up to par.  At the same time, the panel will
identify the other fields with declining scientific opportunities and obsolete federal missions
from which resources should be reallocated.  Opportunities for international cost-sharing will
be examined to achieve optimal use of federal funds devoted to science and technology.
Evaluations will be commissioned by the National Science and Technology Council or its
equivalent.  The selection of fields for clear U.S. leadership from among those recommended
by the panels will be made by the President and presidential advisors as part of the budget
process.  As an example, an extract of the President’s budget message might read:  “I propose
that the United States need not be so far ahead in experimental particle physics, but should
operate at world levels, in this case by contributing to construction of the particle accelerator
in Geneva, sponsored by the CERN, and funding the participation of U.S. scientists in its design
and research.  On the advice of my Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, I propose
that the United States should remain clearly preeminent in the molecular biology of plants and
animals for the following reasons. . . .  Accordingly, I will include the necessary additional funds
in the FS&T budgets of the National Institutes of Health, the Department of Agriculture, and
the National Science Foundation to achieve this goal. . . .”
the United States should strive for clear leadership in the most promising areas of
science and technology and those deemed most important to our national goals.  In
other major fields, the United States should perform on a par with other nations so
that it is “poised to pounce” if future discoveries increase the importance of one of
these fields.  If the nation sets priorities in this way (see bulleted items below) and
uses them in conjunction with the FS&T budget process, the result will be better
decisions about reallocating and restructuring the U.S. research and development
enterprise, preserving its core strengths, and positioning it well for strong future
performance.
The international comparisons needed to assess U.S. achievement of its goals
for leadership in research and development should be conducted by panels of the
nation’s leading experts under White House auspices.  Reallocation decisions should
be made with the advice and guidance of these expert panels, capable of determin-
ing the appropriate scope of the fields to assess and to judge the international
stature of U.S. efforts in each field (see Box I.4 above for a discussion of how inter-
national comparisons might work).  These panels would recommend to the Presi-
dent, his advisors, and Congress:
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• Which fields must attain or maintain preeminence, based on goals such as
economic importance, national security, unusual opportunity for significant discov-
eries, global resource or environmental issues, control of disease, mitigation of
natural disasters, food production, a presidential initiative (such as human space-
flight), or an unanticipated crisis;
• Which fields require increases in funding, changes in direction, restructur-
ing, or other actions to achieve these goals; and
• Which fields have excess capacity (e.g., are producing too many new inves-
tigators, have more laboratories or facilities than needed) relative to national needs
and international benchmarks.
The committee believes that designing the budget process so as to secure an
FS&T budget sufficient to ensure preeminence in select fields and world status in
others will allow the United States to maintain continued world leadership.  The
FS&T budget process must be coupled to systematic review of investments by the
nation’s best scientific and technical experts, reporting to the highest reaches of
government, to produce an appropriately balanced mix of activities.  The committee
emphasizes that wise federal investments will lead to the creation of new wealth in
the future to an even greater extent than they have in the past.  As a result, these
investments will help reduce the federal deficit in the long run.  After a period of
budget constraints, reconfiguration, and adjustment, national needs may justify
increased investments in FS&T.
RECOMMENDATION 5.  The United States should pursue interna-
tional cooperation to share costs, to tap into the world’s best
science and technology, and to meet national goals.
International cooperation is most clearly appropriate for large and expensive
facilities such as high-energy accelerators and nuclear fusion facilities; for projects
requiring coordinated research programs, such as many in oceanography as well as
studies of global climate change; and for cross-national comparisons of health,
education, and economic development.
Science is a global enterprise in which the United States must participate, for
its own benefit and for that of the world.  The scientific and engineering communi-
ties in the United States benefit from ideas and technologies developed all over the
world; indeed, to remain world-class, the nation’s scientists and engineers must be
in touch with researchers around the globe.  The United States also has important
contributions to make in addressing the major problems of developing countries,
such as disease, malnutrition, and overpopulation.  In contributing to international
scientific and technical collaborations and exchanges, enhancing free trade in ideas,
and addressing major problems, the United States can contribute to improvements
in the quality of life and pace of development in many countries.  Ultimately, these
efforts should also help expand global economic markets.
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Maintaining U.S. Leadership in Science and Technology
Despite Budget Constraints Will Require Discipline in the
Allocation of Resources for Federal Investments.
(Recommendations 6-9)
RECOMMENDATION 6.  Research and development conducted in
federal laboratories9  should focus on the objectives of the spon-
soring agency and not expand beyond the assigned missions of
the laboratories.  The size and activities of each laboratory
should correspond to changes in mission requirements.
As described in Supplement 1, the present research and development system
developed in the context of postwar economic expansion and the Cold War.  Be-
cause the world has changed, we must reexamine the system of performers, phasing
out weak or obsolete institutions (see Supplement 2, Box II.5, for a description of
R&D performers).
Many reports on federal laboratories have been produced in recent years,
including major reviews in the past year of Department of Defense, National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, Department of Energy, and National Institutes of
Health laboratories.10   All conclude that federal laboratories have an important role
in a balanced program of federal science and technology.  Compared with extramu-
ral programs supporting academic and industrial research and development
projects, federal laboratories offer distinctive features:  relatively long term and
stable funding of research programs; availability of unique facilities; full-time re-
search opportunities without other distractions for staff scientists and engineers;
closer links to the missions of their agencies; the ability to sustain programs for
longer periods than those specified in the terms of a typical grant; and a capacity for
rapid response to emergencies and sudden opportunities.11   Many federal laborato-
ries serve functions that, although they may not be at the frontiers of creating new
knowledge, are nonetheless essential to science and technology, such as providing
precise measurements and specification of standards or fulfilling specific program
needs in health, defense, agriculture, the environment, forestry, and other areas.
Federal laboratories, however, have significant limitations.  Study after study
has shown the unfavorable environment that the federal government provides for
research and development, through excessive and inflexible rules governing person-
nel, supplies, equipment, and facilities.12   Today, federal laboratories also must
accommodate shrinking budgets.  Unfortunately, when government agencies receive
fewer resources in real terms, the natural tendency is “to retain as much existing
staff and infrastructure as possible in the face of a reduced budget, pull some con-
tract work in-house, defer mission plans, and hope that future budgets will improve
sufficiently . . . to reinstate programs.”13   That tendency will be reinforced by pres-
sures from local constituencies, because federal laboratories are major sources of
employment and potential economic spin-offs.  The committee believes that budget
cuts provide a special impetus to a process that the federal laboratories should be
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following at all times:  continual review of their success in meeting the missions of
their agencies.
In the committee’s view, some of the major reasons for supporting federal
laboratories—both those the government operates directly and those operated by
contractors—are less compelling than in the past.   For some purposes, such as
software system design and integration, private-sector firms increasingly have the
highly sophisticated research and development capabilities that once justified
unique arrangements with federally funded research and development centers
(FFRDCs).14  In addition, an increasing burden of federal regulations on those federal
laboratories operated by universities and private firms has reduced many of the
advantages of operation by nongovernment contractors, such as freedom from
federal civil service restrictions and procurement regulations.
The damage and inefficiency induced by micromanagement from Washington
emerge as major themes in the many reviews of federal laboratories.15   Intrusions
that come from agencies and through congressional mandates and earmarks are
counterproductive, because any successful R&D laboratory must retain great flex-
ibility and substantial autonomy to respond to rapidly paced scientific and technical
change.
The end of the Cold War coupled with the pressures of the federal deficit have
already affected the national laboratories and other FFRDCs significantly.  National
Science Foundation (NSF) reports estimate an 18 percent decrease for FFRDCs
between 1992 and 1994,16  and subsequent budget proposals by the President and
Congress promise to cut substantially more.  There remain, however, superb
FFRDCs that contribute uniquely to their agency’s missions.17   It would be unwise
to weaken these excellent performers.  The recent review of NASA laboratories in
fact pointed to several educational and management advantages of linking federally
funded research to universities, and pointed to one NASA-funded FFRDC as a model
for other NASA laboratories to emulate.18   The general presumption, however, is
against creating new federal laboratories when an alternative exists.  Moreover,
existing laboratories should undergo renewed scrutiny, with the possibility of redi-
recting or eliminating resources when mission requirements have diminished or if
external reviewers judge that investments in a particular laboratory under review
are less effective than other alternatives.
The February 1995 external review task force on the Department of Energy
national laboratories concluded that they have clear expertise in their traditional
mission areas of national security, energy, and environmental protection and in the
fields of fundamental science underlying those missions (e.g., in basic research
associated with high-energy, nuclear, and condensed-matter physics).19   The task
force viewed the DOE national laboratories as having “a distinctive role in conduct-
ing long-term, often high-risk R&D, frequently through the utilization of capital-
intensive facilities which are beyond the financial reach of industry and academia,
and generally through the application of multidisciplinary teams of scientists and
engineers.”  However, the task force discouraged efforts of the DOE national labora-
tories to develop new missions, such as research and development in support of
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U.S. industry and national competitiveness, arguing that other mechanisms were
more effective or appropriate.20   As a result, it concluded that the DOE national
laboratory system should be “downsized” by refocusing on specific missions require-
ments, and it called for a more appropriate division of labor among the various
performers—national laboratories, industrial research institutions, and research
universities.21
The committee concurs with the general thrust of these recommendations.
Federal laboratories should not seek new missions unless they offer both a critical
advantage over other performers and the new mission better meets national needs.
As with intramural laboratories, there is a natural tendency to maintain national
laboratories and other FFRDCs with special relationships to their sponsoring agen-
cies until the budget climate improves.22   Their size and location make several DOE
national laboratories particularly important sources of employment.  Local factors
are important to take into account in a transition strategy, but the size of the labora-
tories should in the long term be guided by mission requirements and national need.
The best FFRDCs that serve the specialized needs of their sponsoring agencies
should be sustained.  Resizing of the national laboratory system should be balanced
and appropriate within the larger division of labor among all federally funded per-
formers of research and development.
The National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) recently produced a set
of recommendations for NASA, DOE, and DOD laboratories.23   NSTC noted “manage-
ment problems that must be repaired” at NASA and DOE, particularly overstaffing
within the agencies, overlap among missions of different laboratories, and excess
micromanagement, especially at DOE.  NSTC endorsed recent steps by NASA and
DOE to reduce the size and simplify the management of their laboratories.  NSTC
judged management of DOD laboratories to be “generally effective,” but noted that
DOD “missed an opportunity” to improve cross-service integration, reduce redun-
dancy, and shrink existing laboratories.24
The NSTC review and the agencies’ own internal reviews, as well as the
recent reviews of intramural research at NIH, are only now taking hold.  The recom-
mendations of the many reports, as well as oversight actions by Congress, should
improve the effectiveness of the federal laboratory system, reducing its size and cost
and improving its management.  Federal laboratories will continue to play an impor-
tant role in U.S. science and technology.  The committee is concerned, however,
that current reforms may bog down.  The 1995 DOD review25  recommended only a
few major closings, for example.  Recent reports on NIH, DOE, and NASA laborato-
ries have not recommended closure of specific laboratories; however, the reports on
NASA and DOE noted that such closures may be necessary in the future,26  and a
recent report on the largest NIH intramural program, the National Cancer Institute,
recommended significant shrinkage.27   If current initiatives do not achieve sufficient
reductions, so that the federal laboratory system matches mission requirements,
further steps may be necessary.  Given the scale of the laboratories and their local
economic significance, a device like the Base Closure and Realignment Commission
will probably be needed as a last resort.28
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RECOMMENDATION 7.  FS&T funding should generally favor
academic institutions because of their flexibility and inherent
quality control, and because they directly link research to educa-
tion and training in science and engineering.
A distinctive feature underlying the excellence of the U.S. research and devel-
opment system is the substantial reliance on university-based research (constituting
nearly one-third of the FS&T budget for 1994; see Supplement 2).  Most of that
support is in the form of grants (or grant-like agreements) that support projects
initiated by academic researchers and are awarded according to highly competitive
merit review.  Conducting FS&T at academic institutions has several major benefits:
• It takes advantage of the originality and creativity that students—and their
faculty advisors—bring to research;
• It produces exceptionally well prepared scientists and engineers who not
only will be the next generation of faculty, but also will work productively in, and
transfer technology to, industry and government;
• It allows for easy adjustment of the funding levels in a field because the
funding commitment is for a specific project of limited duration;
• It uses merit review to promote the highest quality of work regardless of
overall funding levels;
• It draws on academia’s own system of reward and recognition, which helps
ensure the high quality of the researchers applying for federal grants and keeps
them motivated;
• It promotes rapid dissemination of new ideas through the tradition of open
publishing and interchange among scholars in academic research (although such
interchange is recognized as not being appropriate for classified research);
• It makes research results and expertise widely available to many individuals
and private firms, but allows for retention of intellectual property rights to promote
commercialization;29  and
• It builds on well-established and successful collaborations between universi-
ties and industry and between universities and federal laboratories.
The committee does not presume that academic research is always of higher
quality than that conducted in industry, federal laboratories, or other nonacademic
institutions.  The committee believes, however, that for most federal science and
engineering projects, the distinctive features noted above support a general prefer-
ence for academic over nonacademic institutions.
Although academic institutions offer many advantages, they can also benefit
from a strengthening of their abilities to respond to evolving research opportunities,
to maintain emphasis on their educational mission, and to reduce overall costs.  For
example, the organization of most universities into disciplinary departments can
make truly interdisciplinary work difficult to conduct and manage.  Projects that
require collaboration across units within a university—between organic chemists in
a chemistry department and pharmacologists in a medical school, for example—can
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be more difficult than collaborations among colleagues located at different institu-
tions but working in the same field.  Those who pioneer new fields or attempt to
bridge research interests among departments or whose work centers on collabora-
tion with other universities, federal laboratories, or industry may risk not being
funded or may encounter difficulties in securing space and other resources.
In some research universities and centers, research has overshadowed the
educational mission.  In response, many universities are placing new emphasis on
contributions to education as a criterion in promotion and tenure decisions and are
creating interdisciplinary centers that cross traditional departmental boundaries.
Indirect costs have been a source of contention between government and universi-
ties for many years.  Because of budgetary pressures and public concern, however,
universities are working with government to reduce costs, including holding down
indirect costs and modifying government regulations that can drive them higher.
RECOMMENDATION 8. The federal government should encour-
age, but not directly fund, private-sector commercial technology
development, with two limited exceptions:
• Development in pursuit of government missions, such as
weapons development and spaceflight; or
• Development of new enabling, or broadly applicable, tech-
nologies for which government is the only funder available.
The federal government has long sponsored research and education as a
means of developing technologies for its own use and has also encouraged the
development of state-of-the-art technologies in its capacity as a customer.   The
histories of the development of airframes and aircraft engines, missiles and satellites,
advanced materials, semiconductors, and computers are replete with examples of
federal procurement and research support that have contributed to the creation of
commercially important technology.  Indeed, the government was the first pur-
chaser of key pieces of equipment used to build the components of what has be-
come the Internet.30   Both FS&T funding and federal procurement will continue to
be important in these and other emerging growth sectors linked to federal missions
such as health and environmental cleanup.  In the future, however, funding for the
nation’s science and technology base may contribute more to stimulating new
sectors of economic growth than will federal procurement and the “demand pull”
on an emerging technology.
Even before the end of the Cold War, high-technology spin-offs from federally
funded R&D in defense and space had diminished.  Efforts have been under way for
some time to foster the development of dual-use technologies or to use off-the-shelf
commercial technologies in federal programs that develop products for government
use.  In many cases, civilian applications have now surpassed military ones.
As the Academies’ Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy
pointed out in its 1993 report, U.S. leadership in high-technology markets cannot be
achieved or maintained primarily through federal actions.31   Commercial technology
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development will occur largely in the private sector.  Firms motivated by market
forces and judged by their performance in satisfying demand have a better record
than governments of investing in new technologies with large commercial payoffs.
As the presumptive owner of the results, the private sector should be the funder of
such commercial technology development projects.
The federal government’s main role in encouraging commercial technology
development and ensuring economic success is to maintain an environment condu-
cive to private-sector development and adoption of new technologies.  Such an
environment depends on a range of federal policies that influence taxation,
macroeconomic stability, national savings, and the volume of international trade.
Economic success also is determined by legislation concerned with unfair monopo-
lies, patent protection, product liability, and environmental and consumer protec-
tion.  Although examination of these critical issues is beyond the scope of this
report, the committee believes that government policies, such as those related to
taxation, regulation, intellectual property rights protection, social mandates, and
others, are usually more important to commercial outcomes than is direct govern-
ment funding to industry.
The government should not subsidize specific private firms for projects that
they would undertake anyway.32   In a suitable economic context, a firm engaged in
product or process innovation will capture or “appropriate” a large fraction of the
benefits that it creates.  If so, market incentives will guide firms to undertake the
right kinds of innovations without any central planning or guidance.
In many cases, however, no one firm can capture the full benefits of its invest-
ment.  This is generally the case for investment in basic research and can also apply
in development related to emerging technologies.  One approach to addressing this
problem is represented by Sematech, an industry consortium created to improve
semiconductor manufacturing, and for which the federal government provided
some initial funding.  Federal funding may help to establish such consortia in limited
and highly specific areas and can be appropriate to support research in consortia
formed by industry.
In addition, the government may still have a role in fostering new enabling
technologies.  Many people believe that nanotechnology (i.e., at scales of one-
billionth of a meter) and micromanufacturing, for example, offer exciting commer-
cial opportunities.  Government should support training and research that will
establish the general scientific and technical principles that firms will ultimately
exploit to develop new commercial products and processes.  Such investments are
appropriate for the federal government because they can generate large benefits
that accrue to the nation but would not be captured by any one firm.  For example,
federal support for research as a component in the education of individuals entering
careers in electrical engineering and computer science has helped to produce the
skilled people who have developed our modern information technology industries.
Support for the work at universities has resulted in the development of the proto-
cols used to exchange information over computer networks, a crucial piece of
intellectual capital that all firms have been able to exploit as they enter this new
field.  Transfer to industry of state-of-the-art technical knowledge produced at sci-
ence and engineering schools occurs most effectively when faculty, graduate stu-
dents, and postdoctoral fellows move to the private sector.
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Federal funding that improves graduate and undergraduate education is an
example of another way to encourage commercial development indirectly, while
also supporting R&D in the national interest.  In addition to helping stimulate the
development and transfer of new enabling technologies into the private sector, the
engineering research centers funded by NSF,  for instance, have helped change the
nature of graduate engineering education.33  By working in close collaboration with
their counterparts in industry, graduate students and faculty have become more
aware of the specific technology needs and practices of industry.  As a consequence,
engineering research programs are more focused and students are better prepared
to work in industrial research and development laboratories.
The government also sponsors research and development with potential
commercial applications in its own laboratories, in FFRDCs, including the national
laboratories, and in independent medical research institutes and other nonprofit
organizations (almost half of FS&T funding goes to those organizations, the rest to
universities and industrial laboratories).  Education is not a central mission of those
organizations—an important consideration given that movement of people is one of
the most effective ways to transfer new ideas and technologies into the private
sector.  Several recent reports have noted other reasons that federal laboratories,
whether operated by the government or contractors, generally have been less
successful than they could be at transferring new enabling technologies to potential
users in the private sector.34   New mechanisms such as cooperative research and
development agreements (CRADAs) between firms and the government laboratories
were introduced to address this problem.  Many successful collaborations have been
forged between federal laboratories and industry.  Several recent reports argue,
however, that CRADAs may be less effective than alternatives, that they are difficult
to evaluate because of inadequate data, that ownership of intellectual property is
often uncertain, and that they create few jobs.35,36   Under some CRADAs, the gov-
ernment may be performing research that the partner firm would have done on its
own in the absence of a cooperative research agreement.  The committee believes
that in many cases the government resources that support CRADA research could be
better spent on other, more productive items in the FS&T budget.
In addition to providing funds for research and graduate education at universi-
ties and government laboratories, the federal government also supports a variety of
other programs that promote the development of commercial technologies in the
private sector.  They include the Advanced Technology Program, the Technology
Reinvestment Program, the Manufacturing Extension Partnerships program, Small
Business Innovation Research grants and other small business set-asides, and direct
government subsidy to private firms.  Those programs have different goals and
structures but share in their intention to cultivate industrial innovation.  The ATP
and the TRP involve funding of private-sector projects; the MEP program is modeled
after the agricultural extension service program and primarily helps small businesses
to incorporate new technologies (see Supplement 1).  Most of these programs are
too new to be carefully evaluated, and, because of inherent features in program
design and prospects of unstable funding, we may never be able to tell whether
some of them achieved their goals.37
At this time, the very concept of a government role in subsidizing the develop-
ment of private-sector product and process development is controversial.  Some
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difficult questions arise with subsidized partnership programs such as the ATP—will
they succeed in fostering new, commercially relevant technologies that otherwise
would not develop as quickly, and are they the most efficient uses of increasingly
scarce federal R&D dollars?  The committee is skeptical that the answer to these
questions is yes.  It therefore believes that these subsidized industrial partnership
programs should be continued only if the case is convincingly made that the govern-
ment is the funder of last resort for an important enabling technology, and they
should be pursued only on an experimental basis, with careful attention to their
goals, the distribution of proprietary rights, and how they will be evaluated.  Where
a new technology is needed to address a specific mission such as a military need,
however, federal leadership is better justified, as noted in the first bulleted item
under Recommendation 8.
RECOMMENDATION 9. FS&T budget decisions should give
preference to funding projects and people rather than institu-
tions.  That approach will increase the flexibility in responding
to new opportunities and changing conditions.
Compared to most other developed countries, the United States awards a
higher fraction of its research and development funding to specific projects as
opposed to distributing funds through institutional or formula grants.  This mode of
funding has several important advantages.  It promotes the scientific and technical
quality and originality of proposals; it permits awards to be made on the basis of
competitive merit review procedures; and, by investing in projects and people
rather than institutions, it makes the research and development system more flex-
ible and responsive to changing scientific opportunities and national needs.  To-
gether those features have created a broad base of first-rank research institutions
across the country that have adapted to major shifts in federal research and develop-
ment priorities over time.
The committee strongly endorses the principle of favoring the support of
projects and people over institutions.  The pace of scientific discovery has quick-
ened and the time from discovery to innovation and commercialization is becoming
shorter in many fields, which makes the flexibility and responsiveness of the re-
search and development system increasingly crucial.  To free up or reallocate re-
sources to meet new opportunities and needs, it is much easier to cut back or
eliminate a program of project grants than it is to disengage from support of institu-
tions.  If an agency’s budget is cut, there is a danger that funds will be taken auto-
matically from its extramural program.  Instead, the available funds should be allo-
cated to those people and projects best able to accomplish the task—whether in
universities, federal laboratories, or other institutions.
In the future, there should be a presumption against establishing new perma-
nent institutions.  Moreover, the establishment of any such institutions and major
programs or centers should include a time limit or “sunset” provision, along with
periodic review.
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Within the General Constraints Determined by National Priorities,
the Selection of Individual Projects Must Reflect the
Standards of the Scientific and Technical Community.
(Recommendations 10 and 11)
RECOMMENDATION 10. Because competition for funding is
vital to maintain the high quality of FS&T programs, competitive
merit review, especially that involving external reviewers,
should be the preferred way to make awards.
The highest-quality projects and people should be supported with FS&T
funds.  The best-known mechanism to accomplish that is some form of open compe-
tition involving evaluation of merit by peers.  Competitive merit review involves the
use of criteria that include technical quality, the qualifications of the proposer,
relevance and educational impacts of the proposed project, and other factors per-
taining to research goals rather than to political or other nonresearch consider-
ations.38   Open competition means that, at some level within the framework of an
agency’s mission, researchers propose their best ideas and anyone may apply and be
funded regardless of institution or geographic location.  However, in the case of
highly targeted missions, quality can also be maintained by knowledgeable program
managers who have established external scientific and technical advisory groups to
help assess quality and to help monitor whether agency needs are met (see Supple-
ment 3 and Box II.8).
The committee believes that the principle of merit review—which empha-
sizes competition among ideas, diversity of funders and performers of research and
development, and organizational flexibility—has been largely responsible for the
remarkable quality, productivity, and originality of U.S. science and technology in
the past.  Competitive merit review should be the method of choice for making
future decisions about FS&T funding.
Many federal research and development agencies have developed some form
of competitive merit review process to use in making extramural awards for re-
search, training, and facilities.  They have also worked to develop equivalent systems
of review for allocating intramural funding, but merit review of in-house research is
much more difficult because federal research scientists and engineers are in the civil
service and still retain salary and benefits even if they are not productive or their
area has lower priority or has become obsolete.  That problem is a perennial one in
the periodic reviews of federal laboratories.39   The FFRDCs, including the national
laboratories, also have procedures for allocating research funding competitively
based on performance.  Some do it well, but overall the results have been uneven.40
There are other approaches to promoting high quality in federally supported
research and development.  Some programs try to identify top researchers and give
them long-term support rather than require them to submit specific proposals to
compete every few years.  Some funding for agricultural research is allocated to
state agricultural experiment stations and land-grant colleges on a formula basis, and
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the supported institutions choose the researchers and their projects.  Evaluations of
that system of formula-grant allocation have not given high marks to its responsive-
ness or the quality of the resulting research.41   Other federal funding is awarded
competitively to research centers, which in turn distribute the funding among
individual researchers and groups.
There is benefit to having a variety of approaches to supporting FS&T, espe-
cially because mission agencies have specialized assignments to fulfill.  However, the
committee believes that fiscal constraint makes it important to level the playing
field.  Competitive merit review should therefore be increased relative to other
mechanisms for awarding FS&T funds.  Merit review is best exemplified by the
processes used at the NSF and NIH, that is, the use of external peer review to iden-
tify and select the best proposals for individual research projects as part of a review
process based on competition and expert evaluation of merit criteria.  That ap-
proach enables those two agencies to choose the best performers.  Accordingly, use
of competitive merit review to allocate federal funding should be the default pre-
sumption, supplemented with other mechanisms for inherently governmental
functions that cannot be accomplished through competitive merit review.
RECOMMENDATION 11. Evaluations of research and develop-
ment programs and of those performing and sponsoring the
work also should incorporate the views of outside evaluators.
Technical merit, which is the primary criterion used in performance reviews
of research agencies and programs as well as proposals, is best evaluated by inde-
pendent scientific or engineering peers.  Agency performance review systems differ
in the extent to which they use external reviewers, but there are two compelling
reasons to rely heavily (although not exclusively) on external reviews.  First, because the
federal government funds most research and development outside its own laborato-
ries in industry, universities, and other nongovernment research institutions, most of
the qualified reviewers are outside government.  Second, external reviewers are a
more diversified source of opinion and can bring a wider range of experiences to the
review process compared with federal agency personnel.  Where needs are highly
specific, such as development of a stealth aircraft or rapid response to an emerging
infection, external reviews are still useful, although they may have to be retrospec-
tive rather than prospective.  Government officials must make the final decision.
Recent changes across the federal government emphasize improving perfor-
mance review and program evaluation.  Indeed, according to the Government
Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993 (Public Law 103-62), every federal
agency must have performance goals and measures for its programs (including FS&T
programs) by 1997 for its Fiscal Year 1999 budget submission.  It will be difficult to
apply GPRA requirements to research and development activities because, by their
nature, they are long-term and their impacts are diffuse and hard to measure.42
Any system to allocate resources should be guided by explicit goals, express-
ing the underlying philosophy and criteria for evaluating performance.  But a clear
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message emerges from the abundant recent writing on applying performance mea-
sures to research and development:  it is a complicated business.   The science of
metrics documents that most measures are incomplete, and mindless application
actually can undermine the very functions such measures are intended to improve.43
Just as the tyranny of quarterly bottom lines can frustrate long-term corporate plan-
ning, so also can science be distorted by simple indicators such as publication
counts, citation counts, patent counts, doctorates produced, or user satisfaction
ratings.  These are useful, but incomplete, measures.  Several recent assessments of
such measures concluded that they must be augmented by expert judgment.44   One
review observed that such measures may leave out “virtually all of what researchers
themselves find important about their work.  One could have a government full of
programs that performed beautifully according to these indicators, and still be at the
trailing edge of every scientific frontier.”45
It makes sense to track relevant measures, but they cannot supplant the essen-
tial element of expert judgment that is the bedrock of quality assessment in research
and development.  Scientists and engineers seeking federal support should be
accountable to the public, and the standards should capture what constitutes the
best science and engineering.  To the extent that performance review and program
evaluation come into wider use in assessing FS&T funded activities, they will have
to incorporate expert judgment of quality, impact, and other important aspects that
will benefit from the use of outside reviewers.46
Ideally, in government as in the private sector, every organization should ask
basic questions about the need for its continued existence on a regular basis.  In one
formulation, every department and agency and each subunit and activity should
answer the following questions satisfactorily:47   What is our mission?  Is it still the
right mission?  Is it still worth doing?  If we were not already pursuing this mission,
would we still choose it now?
In most cases, agencies are responding to statutes, congressional report lan-
guage, or presidential initiatives.  These questions, therefore, may need to be raised
at more than just the agency level.
The Federal Government Must Implement a Structure Capable of Fostering,
Not Hindering, the Management of Research and Development.
(Recommendations 12 and 13)
RECOMMENDATION 12.  Research and development should be
well managed and accountable but should not be micromanaged
or hobbled by rules and regulations that have little social benefit.
Science and technology must be managed well, particularly when public
funds are at stake.  Fraud, misuse of funds, violations of human subject protections,
or other abuses should not be tolerated.  Maintaining safeguards requires credible
mechanisms for investigation and enforcement.  At the same time, federal agencies
must strike a balance between the need for accountability and the burden of regula-
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tion.  Public dissemination of the results of federally funded research and develop-
ment is an important element in achieving maximum return on public investment,
and it also contributes to defining for the public the value of that investment.
If there is no regulation, the risk of abuse will rise, but regulation imposes
significant cost.  In the past 2 decades, the trend has been toward increased paper-
work to comply with procurement regulations, fair hiring practices, restrictions on
drug use, and many other public concerns that are important but that impose con-
straints on the conduct of federally funded research and development.48
Because procedures intended to enhance accountability have become increas-
ingly burdensome, continued scrutiny of the purposes, effectiveness, costs, and
alternatives to current practices would be welcome, beginning with a thorough
overhaul of the regulations and followed by systematic, periodic reviews.  The
Office of Management and Budget and the Office of Science and Technology Policy
should work together to target one or a few areas of regulation and accountability
assessment each year and should encourage agency innovation to streamline or
replace current practices.
The effect of regulations and social mandates can be quite severe for perform-
ers of federally funded research and development.  If regulations are reviewed and
either reduced, streamlined, or eliminated by the OMB-OSTP effort recommended,
the committee believes that the productivity of the research and development
system can be improved and costs can be reduced.  For their part, universities and
other performers should review their own procedures and regulations.  The Federal
Demonstration Project sponsored by the Academies’ Government-University-Indus-
try Research Roundtable demonstrates that improvements can be made without
sacrificing important goals.49
RECOMMENDATION 13.  The federal government should retain
the capacity to perform research and development within agen-
cies whose missions require it.  The nation should maintain its
resulting flexible and pluralistic system of support.  The execu-
tive and legislative branches should implement the procedures
outlined in the committee’s Recommendations 1 through 4 to
ensure a more coherent FS&T budget process whether or not a
Department of Science is established.
Any changes in the structure of federal support for science and technology
should take into account the linkage between research and development and agency
missions and the benefits derived from a robust and pluralistic R&D system.  Most
federally funded research and development is conducted in pursuit of national goals
such as a strong defense, better health, exploration of space, wiser use of natural
resources, and greater agricultural production (see Supplements 1 and 2).  This
linkage to government agency missions is a strength of the U.S. research enterprise
and has produced a robust and pluralistic R&D support system.  Other than basic
research programs at the National Science Foundation, few federal science and
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technology programs have been set up to support research as an end in itself.  Even
the National Science Foundation has an educational mission in addition to its sup-
port of science and engineering.  Given their purpose, agency programs are and
should be evaluated first for their contribution to their departments’ goals and only
later for their place in a balanced national research and development system.50
Current proposals for a Department of Science in part follow this principle by
leaving most militarily relevant research and development in the Department of
Defense, health research in the Department of Health and Human Services, and
agricultural research and development in the Department of Agriculture.  While
wisely retaining research and development in mission agencies, this approach
would limit a Department of Science to activities that fall outside existing mission
agencies.  Such a Department of Science would have a smaller research budget than
the National Institutes of Health and a significantly smaller development budget than
the Department of Defense.
Creating a Department of Science because cabinet departments are abolished
or reconfigured, rather than as a result of applying criteria for allocating federal
funds for research and development, involves considerations beyond the charge to
this committee.  Such a Department of Science, however,  cannot fully address the
need for review, coordination, and FS&T budget allocation among departments.  The
committee believes that its recommendations will contribute more to planning,
coordinating, and evaluating federal science and technology than either the current
system or a Department of Science.
The growth of federal science and technology from multiple roots in mission
agencies has resulted in a pluralistic research and development system.  Although
some may see needless overlap in such a system, in reality pluralism is a great source
of strength, an advantage over the ways research and development are organized in
many other countries.  The diversity of performers fosters creativity and innovation.
It increases the number of perspectives on a problem.  It makes competition among
proposals richer, and it induces competition to support the best work among
funders, both public and private.  At the same time, diverse funding alternatives give
original ideas a better chance to find support than would a more centralized system.
A pluralistic research and development system thus enhances quality and our na-
tional capacity to respond to new opportunities and changing national needs.  The
challenge in the current period is to retain diversity and balance while cutting back
in some areas to free resources for better or more important activities.
As emphasized in Recommendation 1, integrating the needs of a pluralistic
research and development system across multiple agencies and programs requires a
comprehensive overview and careful planning.  The federal budget process should
take into account how interdependent different fields of science and technology
have in fact become.  The impact of cutbacks in one agency on major fields, on
other agencies, and on national goals should be considered.  Changing or scaling
back an agency’s mission (e.g., to reduce and reorient the post-Cold War defense
establishment) generally has implications for the type and scale of research and
development it, and others, conduct.  As noted above, for example, DOD provides
most of the federal funding for academic research in several engineering fields and
computer science.  Computer-intensive biological research supported by NIH and
NSF,  such as genome research or structural analysis for drug design, could thus be
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affected by cuts in DOD computer science.  Important advances and efficiencies
enabled by increasingly powerful computation and by use of the Internet and global
communications supported by many agencies could also be impeded by such cuts.
Monitoring the impact of cuts in one part of the research and development
system on another part is a function that the current budget process does not per-
form systematically.  Cross-program impacts are accommodated to some extent in
the decentralized negotiations of budget line items in individual agencies, and
special initiatives often identify items in multiple agencies.  Cross-agency planning is
not routine, however, even in the limited sense of “damage control” that is impor-
tant when budget cuts are contemplated, and the FS&T budget is not monitored as a
whole as the budget process unfolds.  The committee’s Recommendations 1 through
3 in effect give the President’s Science and Technology Advisor and the Office of
Management and Budget a strong integrative role, with the authority to effect trans-
fers across departments and agencies that no cabinet official can perform.  The
recommendations also entail monitoring the FS&T budget as a whole in Congress,
beyond that fraction that might be included in a Department of Science.  If the
recommended process is used in tandem with the principle of retaining world
leadership embodied in Recommendation 4, the federal government will have a
more coherent and effective research and development system.
Looking to the Future
A robust national system of innovation lies at the heart of our economy, our
health, and our national security.  That system of innovation depends on federal
investments.  The committee believes that its recommendations address a crucial
need:  maintaining the strength and vigor of U.S. research and development despite
the prospect of declining federal discretionary spending over the next several years.
Seeing the science and technology enterprise through the lens of a unified FS&T
budget can help leaders in government and the American public to gauge its fiscal
health.  A carefully constructed comprehensive budget offers a unitary view, not
artificially balkanized into agency budgets, but sensitive to the complexities and
relationships among government programs vital to maintaining the United States at
the forefront of world-class science and technology.  The corollary proposals provide
the basis for continuing excellence—emphasizing programs and people rather than
institutions, subjecting all federal science and technology activities to competitive
merit review, linking science and engineering research to education, and maintain-
ing a pluralistic system of research and development tied to public missions.  The
committee’s recommendations are designed to help root out obsolete or noncom-
petitive activities, allowing good programs to be replaced by even better ones.
Science and technology have utterly transformed our world over the past 50
years, touching almost every aspect of our daily lives—from communication to
transportation to health (Box I.5).  They will be at least as important over the next
half century.  Preeminence in science and technology has become a national asset,
at once a point of pride and an immensely practical investment.  Prudent steward-
ship of science and technology, as much as any other area of federal policy, will
dictate how our children and our grandchildren live.
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BOX I.5
LESSONS FROM THE PAST AND SOME OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE FUTURE
Though enormously visionary, the scientists and political leaders who set the United States
on its post-World War II research and development course could never have foreseen the ex-
traordinary results.  The computer was in its infancy in 1945 and seemed more a research tool
than a revolutionary device that would profoundly affect industry, commerce, the financial
world, government, science, education, communications, entertainment, and society as a whole.
Accurate weather forecasting covered about a day in 1945; reliable 3- and 6-day forecasts, and
the 90-day outlooks now relied on by farmers and utility companies, came only with years of
research and the advent of supercomputers.  Microelectronics, with all its implications for
space exploration and utilization, national security, consumer electronics, medicine, and do-
mestic and international communications, did not exist—nor did the equally revolutionary
laser.  Materials science, given a boost by the war, had yet to benefit from the studies that
would yield the new metal alloys, high-strength steels, composite materials, silicon chips, glassy
metals, optical fibers, and polymers so vital and so valued in 1995.
Astronomy meant mostly optical telescopes at war’s end, and astronomers could only dream
of the striking images now provided daily by the Hubble Space Telescope; the great advances
provided by radio, infrared, ultraviolet, X-ray, and gamma-ray astronomy would come only with
time.  Though an early cosmological vision of the universe’s birth existed, it had yet to win its
popular name, “The Big Bang,” or to gain the theoretical underpinnings and experimental back-
ing that now make it the standard model for the cosmos’s origin.  The Earth’s crust was ac-
cepted as a solid shell, not the giant, separate blocks of rock portrayed by the theory of plate
tectonics, which came together in the 1950s and 1960s and provided earth scientists with a
general framework to explain the cause of most giant earthquakes, why volcanoes exist where
they do, the birth of new oceans, and the timeless drifting of the continents around the globe.
Few paid attention to or realized the economic, health, and social implications of a deteriorat-
ing environment, the loss of biodiversity, or the potential for adverse climate change—vital
world issues that researchers would identify, describe, and bring to public attention.
The personal computer first appeared in the 1970s; the explosive growth of the Internet is
a 1990s phenomenon.  Electronic mail was until very recently the tool of a narrow slice of the
scientific and technical community.  Now, our national security depends heavily on the use of
computers, networks, and telecommunications to assess, understand, and respond to poten-
tial threats.  Computer graphics provides the “vision” to design new materials and buildings,
and to model, for example, the lethal process of an AIDS (HIV) virus entering a cell and co-
opting its functions.  There is virtually no industry that is not being transformed by the informa-
tion revolution.  And yet, the information revolution is still young and hardly over.
The remarkable advances enabled by science and technology during the past 50 years will
surely be extended in the next 50.  We can see some of the outlines.  Information technology,
for example, is already transforming the operations of many of our basic institutions, offering
new ways to educate our children and contributing new approaches and tools for research in
science and technology.  Less obvious is how a quickly widening range of challenges facing our
nation and the world will be addressed.  If  history is a guide, the work now under way in
universities and in federal and industrial laboratories will play a vital role.
The health challenges to the nation are apparent.  The population is aging, and with that
the problems of heart disease, cancer, and degenerative illnesses such as Alzheimer’s disease
appear in sharp relief.  These illnesses require fundamental understanding not only of the un-
derlying biology but also of effective prevention strategies to delay or block their onset.  The
problem of “emergent diseases” has gained full force in this decade, from the resurgence of
tuberculosis to the appearance of “jet-age” scourges, such as AIDS and Ebola virus.  We can
rightly take comfort in the past victories over polio and smallpox and other infectious diseases.
We should not forget, however, that the polio vaccine built on a century of microbiology, that
continued on next page
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biotechnology is only now becoming central to drug discovery, and that the biology underly-
ing many of today’s dread diseases is still almost wholly unknown.  Further, science and tech-
nology are essential to building on the effective campaigns to reduce infant mortality, smoking,
and deaths and injuries from drunk driving.
Perhaps less obvious but just as promising is the future potential for science and technol-
ogy to address diverse national needs in transportation, public infrastructure, agriculture, and
the environment.  New materials, propulsion systems, and imaginative use of information tech-
nologies to create “smart” highways and cars will map onto currently obvious transportation
needs—from reducing pollution to improving traffic flow and highway design.  Research has
contributed, albeit considerably below its potential, to development of the national systems by
which we get our drinking water, remove our wastes, and obtain electrical power.  As these
systems become more complex and the pressures on public funds intensify, research that re-
duces costs and improves safety, such as non-destructive testing of bridges, tunnels, railroad
tracks, and the like, will become even more urgent.
U.S. agriculture has been a triumph. Now the advent of biotechnology has created major
new opportunities to increase the quality of foods, raise the efficiency of crop production, and
develop new industrial uses for crops, including biodegradable plastics and pharmaceutical
products.  The current U.S. export lead in agriculture builds on a century of public and private
investments in agricultural research and development.   Future research will surely offer ways to
sustain the productivity of U.S. agriculture while also making it more environmentally benign.
Finally, resource pressures will inexorably increase as we enter the next millennium—as
populations, industrialization, and demand for energy and other resources increase.  These
pressures will increase debates about risks versus costs.  Informing that debate will require a
base of science and technology so that the problems are well understood, the impacts of alter-
native remediation strategies are analyzed, risks are adequately assessed, and effective preven-
tion strategies are put into place.
A strong research and development capacity will be integral to dealing with future chal-
lenges, whether environmental problems, medical emergencies, or national security threats—
or crises that we cannot yet predict.  We also know that solutions come in unexpected ways
from what is the world’s premier research enterprise.  With wise management, solutions to
pressing problems—and innovations giving rise to now unimagined advances—will continue
to come from many directions, for example, from the work of astronomers trying to under-
stand the large-scale structure of the universe, or from mathematicians’ studies on improving
the calculations of properties of alloys, or from the efforts of social scientists to devise new
ways for institutions to manage public resources such as fisheries, grazing grounds, and water
supplies, or from biologists’ investigations of the neural systems of invertebrates.  New knowl-
edge that enlarges our understanding will in time serve national needs.  Science and technol-
ogy, contributing a unique national capability for problem solving and creative discovery, will
continue to be key in keeping the United States in its world leadership position—economi-
cally, militarily, and intellectually.
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Supplement 1
The Evolution and Impact of Federal Government
Support for R&D in Broad Outline
Today, the United States has the strongest research and development system
in the world.  Measured by the total amount of spending for or the number of
persons employed in R&D,1 the U.S. science and technology enterprise is the
largest in the world.  It is also the most successful.  The U.S. garners the lion’s share
of the Nobel Prizes in physics, chemistry, medicine or physiology, and economics.
Our nation sets the world standard for advanced education in nearly every field of
science and engineering, and our high-technology firms are responsible for making
and commercializing a substantial proportion of the important new technologies of
our time.
In contrast, before World War II the United States was not as strong as the
advanced countries of Europe in R&D.  Private R&D spending was quite limited,
university research was supported largely by private foundations and the states, and
the federal government financed only about one-fifth of the nation’s R&D.2  Annual
federal R&D expenditures at the eve of war in 1940 totaled under $70 million,3 or
about 1 percent of present-day expenditures, when adjusted for inflation.
Although the remarkable half-century interval from World War II to the
present has been discussed in some detail elsewhere,4 it is outlined here to provide
some perspective on the historical processes that have shaped the current system
of support for U.S. R&D.  Study of the record reinforces appreciation of the depth
and range of discoveries that continue to touch all aspects of our lives (see Box I.5
in Part I for a brief indication).  It demonstrates that the federal role is essential in
stimulating necessary new ideas and shows additional influences of federal govern-
ment policy on U.S. science and technology.  Strengths of the system will continue
to serve national purposes well in the future.
The Contemporary Federal R&D Portfolio Resulted from Five Decades of
Response to National Crises and Opportunities
Prior to World War II, most of the federal funds for R&D supported mission-
oriented research in agriculture, national defense, and natural resources carried out
by government employees in small government laboratories and experimental
stations.  Such R&D as was supported by the Army and Navy was done in military
arsenals.  Universities rarely sought federal funds for R&D, and many leading U.S.
scientists obtained their advanced training in European universities.  Industry
received little government R&D money and looked to universities for technically
trained staff and faculty consultants.
The evolution of the current system of support for U.S. science and technol-
ogy can be outlined in terms of the following stages and events, among others:
• Federal support of R&D grew remarkably in size and complexity
during World War II.  Federal expenditures for R&D increased by an order of
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magnitude during World War II, and two important institutional innovations were
introduced.  First, large numbers of academic researchers were mobilized to work in
their own institutions’ laboratories on wartime R&D projects, whereas during World
War I, scientists working on military projects had been made members of the mili-
tary.  Second, the R&D contract was devised as a mechanism to pay for private
performance of work whose approach and outcome—in this case, R&D results—
could not be specified precisely in advance.  Importantly, the federal government
agreed to compensate university and industry performers for the indirect or over-
head costs of R&D done under grants and contracts, in addition to paying for direct
expenses.
To carry out the vastly increased scale of R&D during World War II, major
investments were made in research laboratories.  New government laboratories
were created and new administrative mechanisms were devised to oversee their
work in the face of a shortage of government employees experienced in managing
major R&D programs.  A sense of mutual obligation emerged in which the R&D
institutions could reasonably expect continued funding in return for producing
quality efforts and results from government-financed programs.
• Federal R&D support was consolidated in the immediate postwar
period.  In his July 1945 report, Science—The Endless Frontier,5 Vannevar Bush,
who headed the U.S. wartime R&D effort, provided the intellectual rationale for
federal support of both basic research and research related to national security,
industry, and human health and welfare.  He sketched a plan for a national research
foundation, to be funded by the federal government and led by scientists from the
private sector, that would support basic scientific research and education in areas
related to medicine, the natural sciences, and new weapons.  His plan contributed
to legislation adopted in 1950 that established the National Science Foundation
(NSF).  By that time, however, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) had estab-
lished its control over most health-related research, including university-based
biomedical research and training; the Office of Naval Research (ONR) had taken on
a major role in supporting academic research in the physical sciences; and the new
Atomic Energy Commission had been assigned control of R&D on nuclear weapons
and nuclear power.  NSF’s mission thus focused on supporting fundamental research
and related educational activities, and its annual budget was less than $10 million
until the late 1950s.  In contrast, the NIH’s annual budget, which had been less than
$3 million at the end of the war, grew to more than $50 million by 1950.
• The scope of federal R&D support grew modestly in the decade after
World War II.  Several additional federal R&D efforts were launched during the late
1940s and early 1950s.  Anxiety over the Cold War, and the loss in 1949 of the U.S.
monopoly in nuclear weapons, led to expanded R&D programs in the Army and in
the newly established Air Force, and to a continuing buildup in support for nuclear
weapons R&D in the Atomic Energy Commission.  On the civilian side, R&D pro-
grams were established or expanded in fields with direct practical importance, such
as aeronautics technology, water desalinization, and atmospheric disturbances and
weather.  However, appropriations for these new civilian R&D efforts remained
relatively limited through the mid-1950s.
• Sputnik provided the impetus for a major expansion of federal
support for R&D.  The launch of Sputnik by the Soviet Union in 1957 provoked
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national anxiety about a loss of U.S. technical superiority and led to immediate
efforts to expand U.S. R&D, science and engineering education, and technology
deployment.  Within months, both the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) and the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) were established.
NASA’s core included the aeronautics programs of the National Advisory Committee
on Aeronautics and some of the space activities of the Department of Defense
(DOD);  ARPA’s purpose was to enable DOD to conduct advanced R&D to meet
military needs and to ensure against future “technological surprise.”  Federal appro-
priations for R&D and for mathematics and science education in the NSF and other
government agencies rose rapidly over the next decade, often at double-digit rates in
real terms.
• Growth of federal support for health research accelerated rapidly in
the late 1950s.  During the early 1950s, growth in federal funding for health re-
search slowed considerably from its torrid pace in the immediate postwar years.  In
the late 1950s, however, several factors converged to give renewed impetus to
federal support for biomedical research:  key congressional committees with respon-
sibility for health-related research were chaired by powerful advocates of increased
federal funding.  Congress was appealed to by influential citizen advocates of in-
creased funding for research to combat specific diseases.  The calls for increased
funding were supported by a strong NIH director, who could point to new scientific
understanding of disease processes as the basis for anticipating medical break-
throughs.  The result was the rapid growth of federal funding for health-related
research that has continued nearly unabated to the present as new discoveries, and
the rise of new diseases such as AIDS, have led to ever-greater commitments to
biomedical research.
• In the 1970s, new R&D-intensive agencies addressed environmental
and energy issues.  Both the environmental movement and the energy crisis of the
1970s raised some doubts in American society about the wisdom of a national
culture committed to consumption and economic growth, and led also to increased
public and private spending on environmental and energy R&D.  The energy agen-
cies of the federal government were reorganized twice during the decade.  In 1975,
the Atomic Energy Commission was divided into the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration and a new regulatory agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.  In 1977, the Energy Research and Development Administration and
other federal energy-related activities were combined to form the Department of
Energy (DOE), which was given major new responsibilities to fund energy-related
R&D.
• In the 1980s, the competitiveness challenge expanded the federal
role in R&D and stimulated a new commitment to cooperation among
industry, government, and universities in the conduct of R&D.  By the early
1980s, the industrialized world had largely recovered from the effects of World War
II, and key Asian nations were devising new approaches to industrial production.
The increasing challenges from competition abroad—in markets for traditional
goods as well as a growing list of goods based on advanced technological capabili-
ties—raised new questions regarding the role the federal government should play in
assisting U.S. industry to develop and use new technology for competitive purposes.
This topic remains under active debate today.
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BOX II.1
GOVERNMENT-UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY COOPERATIVE R&D POLICIES
Government support of cooperative R&D involving firms, universities, and federal labora-
tories has roots in programs begun in the early 1960s—such as the Advanced Research Projects
Agency’s Materials Research Laboratories and the State Technical Services program in the De-
partment of Commerce—and in the National Science Foundation’s Industry-University Coop-
erative Research Centers program begun in the late 1970s.  Such efforts expanded substantially
in size and visibility with passage of the Stevenson-Wydler  Technology Innovation Act in 1980.
The act also made technology transfer to industry and states a mission of all federal laborato-
ries.  The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 later authorized government-operated fed-
eral laboratories to enter into cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs)
with companies and consortia of companies to pursue projects of mutual interest.  In the early
days of CRADAs, no money was exchanged between the laboratory and the participating firms,
and the agencies and their laboratories did not have specific budgets to support their work
with firms.  More recently, as the contractor-operated federal laboratories were authorized by
the National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989 to enter into CRADAs, the De-
partment of Energy, which owns most of these laboratories, has set aside funds in its defense
programs and energy research budgets to fund, on a competitive basis, laboratory R&D that
contributes to specific CRADAs.
The Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982 required all federal agencies that
spend a significant amount on R&D to set aside a small proportion of those funds to support
R&D projects of interest to them at small businesses on a competitive basis.  These Small
Business Innovation Research grants are intended to assist small firms in developing new prod-
ucts to serve a federal requirement and/or a commercial market.  In 1985, NSF was given a
budget to fund engineering research centers at universities, with the proviso that the award of
government funds was contingent on industrial support for those centers.  This program was
later expanded to support science and technology centers as well on a similar basis.
The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 authorized the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) to establish an Advanced Technology Program of competitive
awards to firms and consortia of firms on a matching basis to support early-stage, generic
technology development projects.  The same act authorized what has become the Manufactur-
ing Extension Partnerships program in NIST, which provides grants to nonprofit consortia and
state and local governments for transfer of technology and technical assistance to manufactur-
ing firms, with an emphasis on small- and medium-sized firms.
An amendment to the Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 established the au-
thority for the Department of Defense, in cooperation with other federal agencies, to fund a
variety of technology development, technology deployment, and technical education and train-
ing activities at firms, consortia of firms, and nonprofit organizations.  This authority was used
to create the Technology Reinvestment Program in 1993.  Led by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency, the Technology Reinvestment Program involves the Departments of Commerce, De-
fense, Energy, and Transportation, as well as the National Science Foundation and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
A number of these programs are under considerable scrutiny by the 104th Congress, and
some of them face elimination or sharp budget reductions.
During the 1980s and early 1990s, several programs were initiated to provide
financial and other incentives for industrial R&D and for industrially related R&D
conducted at universities or federal laboratories (see Box II.1).  These included the
Small Business Innovation Research program, the NSF Engineering Research Cen-
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ters, and the Advanced Technology Program and Manufacturing Extension Partner-
ships at the Department of Commerce.  In addition, federal policy changes enabled
the creation of the cooperative research and development agreement, or CRADA, a
mechanism for joint R&D involving companies and federal laboratories.
• Throughout the five decades following World War II, federal funds
for R&D were reduced substantially in only one period.  The costs of the
Vietnam War squeezed nondefense R&D along with other nondefense discretionary
spending.  From 1966 to 1975, federal support for nondefense R&D dropped nearly
22 percent in real terms.  The successful conclusion of NASA’s Apollo program
contributed to the decline in federal R&D funding during that period, as did skepti-
cism about the value of advanced technology that was engendered by the Vietnam
War and the contemporaneous environmental movement.
Since the mid-1980s, the continuing struggle to control federal budget deficits
has put increasing pressure on federal R&D funding.  R&D programs have had to
compete for money more directly with other federal activities and have also been
affected by the various mechanisms adopted to enforce budget deficit reduction,
including the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (com-
monly known as the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act) and its amendments as well as
the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990.
Budgetary pressure on federal R&D spending is intense today.  Federal funds
previously appropriated to support R&D during Fiscal Year 1995 have been cut
(rescinded) by nearly $2 billion.  Furthermore, much larger cuts in federal R&D
funding are slated for Fiscal Year 1996, and pressures on federal discretionary spend-
ing make further cuts in future years likely.
Key Roles of the Federal Government
in U.S. Research and Development
In keeping with national aspirations and the practice of governments of all
advanced nations, the federal government provides a substantial proportion of the
direct financing for R&D done in this country, and it also offers incentives to private
interests to support R&D.  Many other federal policies affect the performance of
R&D and the use of its results—some policies stimulate such activity, while others
create barriers to it.
The federal government invests in building and strengthening
the research and development essential to pursuing
a variety of national goals.
Much of the federal science and technology investment is intended to help
build the base of scientific and technical knowledge and expertise used by govern-
ment and industry to address important national goals, such as national defense,
space exploration, economic growth, and protection of public health and the envi-
ronment.  The federal government has assumed a central responsibility for support-
ing graduate education in science and engineering because of its critical importance
to the continuing vitality of the nation’s innovation system.  Most of this support is
provided by the funding of R&D at universities, which offers students the opportu-
nity to carry out cutting-edge research as an integral part of their education.
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Indirect federal financial support encourages a climate of opportunity
for R&D in the United States.
In addition to granting funds directly to performers of R&D, the federal gov-
ernment creates incentives for private spending on R&D in industry and academic
institutions:
• Since its inception in 1790, the U.S. patent system, for example, has pro-
vided an incentive to inventors to develop and to disclose, use, and profit from their
inventions.
• Since 1954, industry has been able to deduct the full costs of R&D from
income before taxes in the year in which they were incurred, while depreciating
the costs of facilities and major equipment.  Since passage of the Economic Recov-
ery Tax Act of 1981, a series of special tax credits have been offered to firms that
increase their R&D spending above previous levels.  Individuals and corporations
that make charitable contributions in support of research in educational institutions
also are eligible for tax savings.
• The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 opened the
federal laboratories to industry, making available not only specialized and unique
facilities, but also opportunities for R&D partnerships with joint funding and the use
of federally developed technology for profit-making ventures.  That same year,
Congress passed the Bayh-Dole Act, which conferred ownership of patent rights to
universities, small businesses, and nonprofit organizations, thus providing a strong
incentive for commercial development.  In 1984, the National Cooperative Research
Act amended the antitrust statutes to facilitate cooperative R&D among competing
firms.
• With increasing frequency, the federal government has cost-shared with
firms and consortia to underwrite precompetitive technology development projects
in such areas as manufacturing technology or technology with a strong potential for
application in both defense and commercial arenas (so-called dual-use technology).
• By formally and informally identifying areas of technological opportunity
and by convening experts from a variety of organizations to address technical top-
ics, government leadership helps initiate cooperative R&D ventures that otherwise
might not be arranged by competing firms.
Many other federal policies and programs have indirect effects that can
foster or impede innovation and affect the environment for R&D.
Policies in many areas can have dramatic, if indirect, effects on private spend-
ing on research and development and, hence, innovation.  For example, tax code
provisions of the kind mentioned above, such as accelerated depreciation, invest-
ment tax credits, and capital gains preferences, can reduce the corporate cost of
capital for R&D investments and increase the supply of risk capital to commercialize
new technologies.  Trade policy can open new markets for high-technology goods.
Regulation is centrally important for new drugs and agricultural products.
Some public policies, however, can hinder the conduct of R&D in universities,
industry, and other private institutions, even though that is not their aim.  Adopted
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in pursuit of important societal purposes, some, for example, raise the direct and
indirect costs of conducting R&D.  Private performers of R&D must comply with a
host of laws and regulations intended to affect conduct generally, in such areas as
antitrust, labor relations, equal opportunity, consumer safety, and environmental
protection.  Nongovernmental recipients of public R&D funds must comply with
additional rules and regulations regarding the procurement process, financial ac-
countability, nondiscrimination and affirmative action, preferences for small and
minority-owned businesses, “Buy American” requirements, maintaining a drug-free
workplace, and so on.
Results of 50 Years of Federal R&D Support
Investment in R&D has become an essential element of contemporary
governance.
A history of successful experiences in mobilizing scientific and technical
resources to meet important national needs has contributed to a sense of confi-
dence that U.S. scientific and technical institutions can rise to nearly any occasion
and help address important national problems with dispatch.  Congress, the Execu-
tive Branch, and the American people have come to believe that investment in R&D
is a cost-effective mechanism for responding to important national needs.  R&D
helps ensure our national security, strengthens the performance of our economy,
and enhances our quality of life.
The United States is not alone in this belief—during the twentieth century
every industrialized country has made major investments in the foundations of its
scientific and technological capabilities through support for R&D and related activi-
ties.  In fact, support for R&D is now one of the primary tools used by modern
governments everywhere to achieve public purposes.
The breadth of the federal investments in R&D provides the
scientific and technical capital to respond to new opportunities
and crises, which often are unexpected and sometimes are urgent.
U.S. strength in a wide range of fields has enabled both creative and pragmatic
problem solving on diverse fronts:  rapid understanding of the factors related to the
onset of AIDS, responses to new forms of warfare, and identification of major envi-
ronmental problems such as losses in stratospheric ozone.
Diversity, both in funding sources and in the institutions that do
the work, is a great strength of our national science and technology
enterprise.
Research and development supported by ONR, NSF, NASA, and the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey has led to a revolution in our understanding of Earth’s structure, its
resources, and the impact of geological forces.  Similarly, U.S. strength in informa-
tion technology has been fostered through the work of DOD, NSF, DOE, and other
agencies.  Often several agencies have collaborated to create a successful program.
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The support and policies of DOD and NSF, for example, led to the creation of the
Internet; several agencies have contributed to the U.S. strength in the optical sci-
ences.
At the same time, one agency may be the primary, if not sole, patron of a field
of national importance; for example, DOE is the largest supporter of academic
research in nuclear physics.  DOD’s support of computer science and engineering
and materials science and engineering enabled the creation of Silicon Valley, and
support by NIH facilitated the emergence of modern biotechnology.
The federal budget allocation process allows for this diversity of approach in
which budgeting is handled mainly by agencies who know well the purpose and
content of R&D projects and need their results.  Budget decisions are thus specific
to programs rather than generalized and across the board, and good science can find
sustenance wherever it first arises.
Stable and thoughtful research investments can contribute to
controlling federal costs.
Continuing technological superiority enables the United States to maintain a
reduced but highly effective military force without compromising national security;
new nondestructive testing techniques reduce the costs of maintaining highways;
and information technologies help federal agencies, such as the Social Security
Administration and the Internal Revenue Service, control the costs of serving very
large populations.  Through prevention of disease and development of new thera-
pies, biomedical research has the potential to reduce significantly the costs of
disease, injury, and health care.
Major advances in technology often are based on research whose
eventual outcomes and applications could not have been predicted.
The de facto postwar policy of “poised to pounce”—that is, the readiness to
respond made possible with support across a wide spectrum of the sciences,
complemented by funding targeted to particular opportunities and priorities as they
become apparent—has worked.  Major advances have come from unexpected
sources.  For example, fundamental work on atomic clocks led to the concept and
development of the global positioning system (Box II.2); work on the microwave
spectrum of ammonia enabled the development of lasers; and studies of magnetic
moments and nuclear spin were the basis for the development of magnetic reso-
nance imaging and dramatic new forms of medical diagnosis.  Research on the
genetics of bacterial viruses and harmless bacteria that live in the human gut con-
tributed to advances in biotechnology, and the study of large biological molecules
by x-ray diffraction has greatly aided the effort to design new drugs.
Decades of separate lines of work in biology, psychology, linguistics, and
anatomy have converged to create neuroscience, in which fundamental work holds
the potential for enormous rewards—from better treatments for mental illnesses to
improved ways of teaching and learning to the design of radical new computer
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architectures.  The Decade of the Brain, a 10-year federal commitment to exploit the
advances of many facets of brain research conducted through multiple departments
and agencies, is inherently interdisciplinary.  The program has several specific goals
that encompass diverse areas of science, and it incorporates a wide range of tech-
nologies used in brain imaging, molecular genetics, and computer analysis of com-
plex biological structures.6
BOX II.2
 ORIGINS OF THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
The global positioning system (GPS), a satellite-based system enabling remarkably precise
pinpointing of one’s location on Earth, is a contemporary product of a diverse R&D system.
GPS evolved from postwar work on atomic clocks to test aspects of general relativity theory.
Their possible value for navigation was recognized by the military, which provided years of
“patient federal capital” to mature the technology.  While the military’s primary interest in
what was to become GPS was to improve the delivery of tactical weapons and to reverse the
proliferation of costly new navigation systems, its civilian potential was seen at the outset; that
is, early in its development GPS was recognized as a potential dual-use technology, and in fact
the commercial GPS market now overshadows military demand.1
Several military programs involved in what was to become GPS coalesced in 1972, when
the Air Force was given responsibility for developing a navigation system for all military ser-
vices as well as civilian users.  Concurrently, technologies essential to GPS, including satellites
and microelectronics, also were being developed.  Experimental GPS satellites were launched
in 1978, and proof that GPS could be used for locating one’s place on Earth soon followed.
Eighteen GPS satellites were launched by the United States by 1990.  Today’s system consists of
24 satellites, each carrying up to four atomic clocks that provide timing and ranging signals.  A
GPS receiver decodes the signals to determine and display their latitude, longitude, and alti-
tude.  Differential GPS is the most widely used method for augmenting basic GPS signals and
now yields centimeter accuracies over distances of several kilometers.  That translates into
what is already an incredible array of applications, such as demonstrating new systems for
landing aircraft in bad weather (i.e., a fully automatic CAT II aircraft landing); robotic plowing,
planting, and fertilizing of fields; monitoring train locations; and tracking and cleaning up oil
spills.  The 1995 global GPS market is estimated at $2.3 billion today and is projected to reach
$11.6 billion by 2000.2  Civil production of GPS units is now more than 70,000 per month.
Secretary of Defense William J. Perry recently commented that the “GPS system . . . was the
key to being able to find and rescue Capt. Scott O’Grady [the Air Force pilot shot down June 2
and rescued June 8, 1995] and pull him out of Bosnia. . . . That whole operation would not have
been possible except for the fact that Capt. O’Grady had a little GPS receiver on his wrist and
the incoming helicopters had a receiver. . . .The consequence—they landed essentially at his
feet, and the total time on the ground was less than two minutes.  If they had had to spend a
half hour or so searching for him, the results could have been very different.”3
________________________________
1National Academy of Public Administration,  The Global Positioning System:  Charting the Future (Wash-
ington, D.C.:  National Academy of Public Administration, 1995), pp. 5, 14.
2National Academy of Public Administration,  The Global Positioning System, 1995,  p. 15.
3Prepared remarks of Secretary of Defense William J. Perry to the Economics Engineering Systems Depart-
ment graduating class, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., June 18, 1995.
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Scientists and engineers whose education and training have included
opportunities to conduct research in universities have served
the nation well.
Linking federally funded research and development to the education of scien-
tists and engineers has powerfully enhanced both.  Universities are the core
strength of the U.S. R&D system.  They are by far the most important source of men
and women educated and trained in advanced science and engineering.  Such
people, as they establish their own university careers, join industry, or start their
own companies, are the most effective and efficient agents of technology transfer.
Experience demonstrates that the excellence of the next generation of researchers
and leaders depends directly on the excellence of graduate education that includes
first-hand participation in innovative research and development.  Over the last
several decades, federal support for academic research has been crucial to maintain-
ing that linkage.
The existing U.S. research and development system works well in
periods of continued expansion in missions and funding but is
not as appropriate in periods of static or declining budgets.
The U.S. R&D system is largely the creation of a period of unprecedented
growth in private economic activity and government programs in the United States.
The current federal R&D budgeting process evolved to accommodate new missions,
and the performing institutions grew to meet the challenge of growing federal
expectations and increased appropriations.  Flexibility was achieved mainly by
building new structures, not by devising means to change old ones.  The research
and development system is conditioned on growth and is now challenged by the
new environment that requires downsizing of both missions and budgets.
Scientists and engineers can respond fairly quickly to new research
opportunities and changes in funding emphases.  Similar flexibility
is more difficult for large research institutions to manage.
The U.S. research and development system is changing in response to chang-
ing national circumstances.  DOD has combined a number of its R&D facilities and
has closed others.  Many major firms have refocused their corporate long-range R&D
laboratories on more immediate business needs and opportunities.  Such changes
reflect shifts in the federal research portfolio, which has changed dramatically over
the decades since the onset of World War II, both in launching new programs, such
as planetary exploration, and in reducing others, such as the breeder reactor pro-
gram.  But flexibility of project funding in some areas has not been matched by
flexibility in large R&D institutions and facilities.  The nation now carries an excess
of facilities, many established during World War II and the Cold War, whose missions
may no longer be appropriate or whose programs may not be as competitive as
others.  Their continued support will detract from more effective or more important
programs, inhibiting a vigorous research enterprise in an era of limited resources.
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Supplement 2
Federal Funds for R&D and FS&T
Distribution of Federal Funds for R&D as Currently Reported
At present, the federal government invests about $70 billion annually to fi-
nance the conduct of R&D in industry, federal laboratories, academia, and indepen-
dent research organizations.  Of the nearly $70 billion spent on R&D in Fiscal Year
1994, federal science and technology (FS&T), as defined by the committee
(Box II.3), received between $35 billion and $40 billion, while the remaining por-
tion was devoted to demonstration, testing, and evaluation of major systems.
In Fiscal Year 1994, about 45 percent of the federal R&D funds went to indus-
try, 25 percent to the federal government’s own laboratories (not including
FFRDCs), 17 percent to institutions of higher education, 8 percent to FFRDCs, and
about 5 percent to other nonprofit or nonfederal research institutions.1
Based on standard current definitions, the federal government funds about 36
percent of all R&D in the United States.2  In recent years, the federal government has
supplied about 60 percent of the funds that support R&D in educational institu-
tions, almost 20 percent of the funds for R&D in industry, and essentially all of the
support for R&D in federal laboratories.3  Thus, it is apparent that federal funding
has been essential to R&D performance in all three sectors.
The Usefulness of Thinking About a Federal R&D “Portfolio”
The federal government invests in a highly diversified portfolio of R&D in
many disciplines and for many purposes.  This portfolio includes programs and
projects with widely different expected risks and pay-off horizons, is the responsibil-
ity of many federal departments and agencies, and is pursued in a variety of institu-
tions.  No single decision-making model is appropriate to investments in all ele-
ments of the portfolio; in fact, the different elements in the portfolio are established
in quite different ways and at different levels.  The federal government has not
worked with a federal “budget” as such; instead, total annual spending on R&D by
the federal government has resulted from the aggregation of the results of decisions
made by separately compiling the budgets of the diverse departments and agencies.
The Nature of the Contemporary Federal R&D and FS&T Portfolios
In this section, the committee summarizes its understanding of the salient
features of the contemporary federal R&D and FS&T portfolios.  The R&D data are
taken largely from standard statistical sources, and, unless otherwise noted, are
presented using the categories and definitions employed by the Division of Science
Resources Studies of the National Science Foundation.  The FS&T data were devel-
oped by the committee, and their derivation is discussed in Box II.3.  Several ques-
tions about the FS&T budget concept are addressed in Box II.4.
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BOX II.3
THE FEDERAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (FS&T) BUDGET CONCEPT
For policymaking purposes, the key feature of research and development activities is their
investment nature.  Increasing the stock of knowledge and devising new ways to apply that
knowledge are major sources of future growth and security.  Research and development in the
federal budget are not current-consumption items; decisions on federal support for research
and development should take into account their future contributions to better health, greater
military and economic security, quality of life, and human knowledge.  It is especially impor-
tant to factor in the future investment nature of research and development when budgets are
being determined.  Federal policymakers will want to sustain future economic growth, in part
because it is an important way to address budget deficits in the long term.
The committee understands fully that there is great uncertainty in research and develop-
ment investments.  The processes leading to commercially viable and socially useful technolo-
gies are complex and involve substantial non-R&D factors.  That makes investments in research
and development necessary but not sufficient for technological progress.  The uncertainty of
where discoveries will be made and which of them will have practical uses underlies the
committee’s recommendation that the United States perform at the world-class level, if not
lead the world outright, in all areas of science and technology (see Recommendation 4 in Part
I of this report).1
As currently reported, federal spending for research and development totals approximately
$70 billion a year.  However, nearly half of traditional federal research and development spend-
ing involves initial production, maintenance, and upgrading of large-scale weapons and space
systems at the Department of Defense, Department of Energy, and National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.  Those activities are neither long-term investments in new knowledge
nor investments in creating substantially new applications.  If they were excluded, the re-
search and development investment budget—called the federal science and technology (FS&T)
budget in this report—would be between $35 billion and $40 billion annually.
The Department of Defense, which has by far the largest budget for research and develop-
ment (nearly half of the $69.6 billion obligated by all federal agencies for research and develop-
ment in Fiscal Year 1994), has already begun to distinguish between “science and technology”
and “systems development” in its research and development budget (see Table II.1).  The De-
partment of Defense’s definition of science and technology, which is essentially the same as
that used for FS&T in this report, includes the first three of the seven research and develop-
ment categories that the Department of Defense uses; systems development corresponds to
the other four Department of Defense categories for research and development (see Table II.1).
In Fiscal Year 1994, approximately $24.6 billion in research and development activities sup-
ported by the Department of Defense fell outside what this report identifies as federal science
and technology (FS&T).2
Unlike the Department of Defense, the Department of Energy and the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration do not break out the development portions of their research and
development budgets by subcategories, and it is more difficult to determine how much of the
research and development at those agencies should be classified as FS&T and how much ex-
cluded.3  The Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering at the Department of
Defense estimated that in Fiscal Year 1993, about $5.1 billion of NASA’s research and develop-
ment budget of $8.0 billion—and about $5.0 billion of DOE’s research and development bud-
get of $6.3 billion—was equivalent to DOD R&D categories 6.1 through 6.3A and thus should
be included in FS&T.4
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TABLE II.1 Department of Defense R&D Budget (dollars in thousands)
FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996
Science and Technology
R&D Category
6.1 Basic Research $1,167,211 $1,227,021 $1,213,918
6.2 Exploratory Development 2,760,676 3,069,940 2,816,061
6.3A Advanced Development 3,898,100 4,339,424 3,796,157
TOTAL S&T $7,825,987 $8,636,385 $7,826,136
Systems Development
R&D Category
6.3B Demonstration/Validation $ 2,696,592 $ 4,324,990 $ 4,229,027
6.4 Engineering & Manufacturing
     Development 7,334,269 8,930,372 8,759,104
6.5 Management Support 3,367,685 3,435,590 3,305,088
6.6 Operational System Development 11,241,890 10,187,818 10,212,598
TOTAL Systems Development $24,640,436 $26,878,770 $26,505,817
TOTAL DOD R&D $32,466,423 $35,515,155 $34,331,953
NOTE:  Adapted from Department of Defense data provided by R.  Tuohy through private
correspondence.
If the FS&T estimates for Fiscal Year 1994 for DOD ($8 billion), DOE ($5 billion), and NASA
($6 billion) are added to the research and development totals for the other agencies ($19
billion), the approximate total for FS&T is $37.6 billion.  Because that number incorporates
some rough estimates, especially for DOE and NASA, the text of this report uses the range
estimate of $35 billion to $40 billion for FS&T.
_______________________________
1See also COSEPUP (National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, Institute of Medi-
cine), Science, Technology, and the Federal Government: National Goals for a New Era (Washington,
D.C.:  National Academy Press, 1993); Ralph E. Gomory, “The Known, the Unknown, and the Unknow-
able,” Scientific American 272 (June 1995): 120.
2 DOD is currently working with the Division of Science Resources Studies at the National Science Foun-
dation to report its R&D spending in two categories, “science and technology” and “systems develop-
ment.”  That exercise should result in more precise estimates of FS&T spending by DOD and how it is
distributed among performing institutions.
3It is possible that some R&D activities in agencies other than DOD, DOE, and NASA would not qualify to
be FS&T, but the amount is probably negligible.  In any case, the other agencies account for a very small
portion of federal expenditures on development—less than 6 percent ($2.4 billion) in Fiscal Year 1994.
4The figures were presented by Dr.  Anita K. Jones, director of Defense Research and Engineering, at the
January 1995 meeting of the committee.  They were rough “guesstimates” made on the basis of telephone
calls from Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering staff to contacts at DOE and NASA.
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BOX II.4
USING THE FS&T BUDGET CONCEPT:  QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Why adopt a new budgeting concept for R&D policymaking?
In a period of severe constraints on the federal budget and reduced allocations for R&D, it
is especially important to focus on the investment aspects of federal science and technology.
The part of the R&D budget that supports science and key enabling technologies must be
identified and considered in overall terms by Congress and Executive Branch policymakers.  It
is FS&T that expands the stock of knowledge about the physical, biological, and social world
and finds new ways to use that knowledge productively.  Decision making on the rest of the
R&D budget concerns testing and evaluation of large technical systems prior to production,
and their subsequent modernization, and thus rests on different and shorter-term consider-
ations than do the criteria for allocating funds for FS&T as defined in this report.
Will the new FS&T concept confuse people familiar with the conventional R&D numbers
that have been used since the early 1960s?
Although continuity and comparability in data series are useful for policy analysts, it is
more important for those making allocation decisions to have data that measure the right things.
The usefulness of FS&T data and the increased effectiveness of budgeting based on them will
more than outweigh the costs of implementing and learning how to interpret the new data
series.  In any case, OMB and NSF can continue to collect and report the traditional R&D totals,
of which FS&T data are a subset.  That approach is similar to the one now being taken by NSF
and DOD in collecting data on the science and technology and the systems development parts
of R&D at DOD (see Table II.1).
Do available data allow for departments, agencies, OSTP, OMB, and Congress to use the
FS&T budgeting concept practically and unambiguously?
To implement the FS&T budget concept fully, some new data will have to be collected and
some new interpretations of existing data must be made by some agencies.  However, the
agency most affected by the new approach—DOD—already tracks its R&D activities in a way
that feeds directly into FS&T estimates.  Making such determinations in DOE, NASA, and per-
haps other agencies should be relatively straightforward after experimentation with one or
two years’ budgets.  Some funding in higher categories may support the science and technol-
ogy base.  Independent R&D funds in federal procurement contracts (which are no longer
reported fully) and some facilities and infrastructure elements may contain items that intu-
itively belong in FS&T.  The Internet grew out of one such account, for example.  Over time,
the FS&T concept and the data it generates will become a normal part of the budget process,
and the current imprecision signified by the committee’s range estimate of $35 billion to $40
billion annually will narrow.
Why not just use trends in the basic research or total research (basic and applied)
subcategories as a budget indicator for the science and engineering enterprise rather than
invent a new category?
The strength of the FS&T budget concept is that it corresponds to the set of research and
technology development activities typically conducted in the science and engineering depart-
ments of U.S. research universities, many of the federal laboratories and FFRDCs, and some
private firms.  Those institutions conduct a rich, interactive mix of investigations aimed at
discovering new knowledge of fundamental phenomena and their applications.  Just looking at
basic research or even basic and applied research is too narrow for federal policymaking.
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If development is a continuum, isn’t excluding a part of it as being too tied to the
acquisition or upgrading of specific systems merely arbitrary?
Applying any definitional categories, whether the familiar R&D or new FS&T ones, to
complex reality involves some arbitrariness.  The only advantage of retaining the old definition
of development for DOD, DOE, and NASA is that long usage has probably made categorization
decisions more consistent (but not necessarily more valid).  The committee believes that FS&T
corresponds more closely to the common-sense definition of R&D that most people hold, and
its adoption will not lead to serious or long-term inconsistencies or confusion.  R&D activities
beyond FS&T typically spend most of their financial and human resources on systems-opera-
tion-type activities rather than the pursuit of new knowledge and novel applications.
Does using the smaller base give those who want to protect the funding of fundamental
science and technology less to trade off in a period of serious budget cutting?
The report points out that such trade-offs are not—cannot be—made under the current
budget structure, because the current R&D budget is not actually used for budgeting purposes.
It is totaled after the fact and is based on a series of trade-offs made at the agency level or lower.
Specifically, the $25 billion in DOD R&D that is separate from FS&T cannot be reallocated to
other areas even within DOD, let alone to other parts of the federal budget.  After lengthy
debate on this issue, the committee concluded that supporters of a strong science and technol-
ogy enterprise in the United States are better off defending the smaller FS&T budget than
retaining the larger traditional R&D number in hopes of capturing some of the funding for such
systems engineering and operational support as upgrading the Navy’s F-14s.  The greater prob-
lem may be protecting the FS&T base from the major cutbacks in systems approaching the full
procurement stage.
Will use of the FS&T budget concept throw off international comparisons?
The committee did not study the issue in any depth but has the impression that only a few
other countries’ budgets for science and technology include systems development for national
defense of the kind that DOD does, and so the FS&T number is a more accurate basis for
international comparisons than is the currently reported number for federal R&D.  The impor-
tant thing is to use the right number, one that truly measures R&D and is consistent with the
numbers reported by other nations.  More work will be needed to clarify the meaning of
international science and technology budget comparisons.
What fields of science and technology are included in the FS&T base?
The FS&T base is defined as work intended mainly to produce new knowledge or new
technology, and so it includes the full range of fields in science and engineering:  the life
sciences, physical sciences, environmental or geosciences, mathematical and computer sci-
ences, psychology, social sciences, and engineering.  These are the same fields included by NSF
and OMB in calculating federal R&D.1  The FS&T base also contributes to a broad range of
national programs beyond the well-known ones of health, defense, agriculture, energy, space,
and fundamental disciplinary research.  Work in the FS&T base is also conducted to improve
transportation systems and other types of public works infrastructure, environmental
remediation, work education programs, criminal justice, standards and measures, research back-
ground for regulatory actions, and many other areas of public concern.
Box II.4 continues on next page.
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BOX II.4  CONTINUED
What method was used to estimate the levels of funding for the FS&T base shown in the
figures in this report?
A number of assumptions and sources of data were used to approximate the levels of
funding for the FS&T base (they are detailed in the caption for each figure).  The general ap-
proach was to subtract the advanced systems development funding of DOD, NASA, and DOE
from total federal R&D spending as currently reported:
• Funding of research by all federal agencies was included;
• Funding of development by all federal agencies except the Department of Defense,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and Department of Energy was included;
• Funding of what DOD calls Research Category 6.3A was included, as reported by the
Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (ODDR&E).  Thus, funding of
categories 6.3B through 6.6 was not included; and
• Finally, and most roughly, funding of the equivalent of 6.3A-type activities by NASA and
DOE was included (based on estimates for FY 1993 made by ODDR&E).
The procedure outlined above yields an estimate of $37.6 billion for the FS&T base in
Fiscal Year 1994.  Because that number is based on a series of approximations and extrapola-
tions, the range of $35 billion to $40 billion is used in this report.  The point estimate of $37.6
billion is used for illustration in the accompanying figures, with similar estimates for other
years (see Box II.3).
__________________________
1These fields are listed and defined in National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research and
Development:  FY 1992, 1993, and 1994, NSF 94-328 (Arlington, Va.:  National Science Foundation,
1995), pp. 6-9.
Federal R&D supports both a core of FS&T and a set of activities
closer to production or application.
Most federal departments and agencies report their total investments in R&D
within three categories:  basic research, applied research, and development.  How-
ever, for some agencies—in particular DOD, DOE, and NASA—R&D expenditures
include the costs of activities that in other agencies or in the private sector might be
considered as outside the scope of R&D, including engineering development, up-
grades and modernization, testing and evaluation, and the like.  As discussed in
Part I of this report, the committee focuses on the FS&T investments of the federal
departments and agencies.  For most of them, FS&T is identical to R&D.  For DOD,
DOE, and NASA, however, the committee excludes demonstration, testing, and
evaluation of existing technologies from FS&T.  For Fiscal Year 1994, the committee
estimates that total federal R&D funding was approximately $70 billion, while FS&T
funding was between $35 billion and $40 billion.
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FIGURE II.1  Trends in federal support of R&D and FS&T.
SOURCE:  Data on federal R&D from Table C-93a, NSF, Federal Funds for Research and Develop-
ment:  Fiscal Years 1993, 1994, and 1995, NSF 95-334 (Arlington, Va.:  NSF/Division of Science
Resources Studies, forthcoming).  The data for FY 1985 through FY 1993 are actual obligations; those
for FY 1994 and FY 1995 were estimated by the R&D agencies.  The GDP implicit price deflators
(1987 = 100) were taken from Table B-1, NSF, National Patterns of R&D Resources: 1994 (NSF/
Division of Science Resources Studies, 1995), p. 8.  FS&T numbers were derived from agency R&D
budgets by subtracting spending for DOD research categories 6.3b through 6.6 and spending for
equivalent activities at NASA and DOE in 1993, as estimated by the Office of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering, and extrapolated to 1994.
The federal R&D (and FS&T) portfolio is complex and diverse.
Figure II.1 shows the trends over the last decade in federal R&D and FS&T
funding in both current- and constant-dollar terms.4  While the current-dollar curve
suggests a slow, steady rise in federal R&D spending up until Fiscal Year 1994, the
constant-dollar curve shows that total federal R&D spending peaked in Fiscal Year
1990.  The downturn from 1994 to 1995 is actually larger than indicated in the
figure, because nearly $2 billion in Fiscal Year 1995 budget authority has been
subsequently rescinded.  The President’s budget for Fiscal Year 1996 calls for cuts of
about 20 percent in real terms over the period from 1996 to 2000, and congres-
sional spending plans call for even larger reductions in R&D—33 percent in real
terms by Fiscal Year 2002, according to the budget resolution of June 1995.5
FS&T has shown a somewhat different pattern, owing to the subtraction from
R&D of the very rapidly changing and large amounts of spending in non-FS&T
programs.  In Fiscal Year 1987 dollars, FS&T funding grew steadily from 1985
through 1993 and has been essentially constant in 1994 and 1995.
Figure II.2 shows trends in the ratios of federal support for R&D and FS&T to
gross domestic product (GDP).  The federal government has recently invested the
equivalent of about 1 percent of the GDP in R&D, although the ratio has been
slowly declining for some time, from nearly 1.5 percent 25 years ago.  The propor-
tion of GDP corresponding to FS&T has been growing slowly and is now in the
neighborhood of 0.5 to 0.6 percent.
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FIGURE II.2  Trends in federal R&D and FS&T spending as a percentage of GDP.
SOURCE:  Federal R&D and FS&T figures are from the sources cited for Figure II.1; GDP data are from
Table B-1, National Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Resources:  1994 (Arlington, Va.:
NSF/Division of Science Resources Studies, 1995), p. 8.
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FIGURE II.3  Federal R&D and FS&T funding by national goal, Fiscal Year 1994.
SOURCE:  Data on federal R&D are from Table 4, National Science Foundation, Federal Funding by
Budget Function:  Fiscal Years 1993-95 (Arlington, Va.:  NSF/Division of Science Resources Studies,
forthcoming).  FS&T data were derived by substituting FS&T funding by DOD, DOE, and NASA from
Figure II.1 for National Defense, Energy, and Space Research and Technology R&D totals (this exer-
cise involves making a somewhat arbitrary division of DOE FS&T between national defense activities
(atomic energy) and energy activities).
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FIGURE II.4  Distribution of R&D funds
among the agencies, Fiscal Year 1994.
SOURCE:  Data are from the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, unpub-
lished tables of federal R&D funding by
budget function and agency, Fiscal Years 1994
through 1996, provided by Kei Koizumi,
Directorate for Science and Policy Programs,
AAAS, September 26, 1995.
The federal government supports R&D in the pursuit of diverse national goals
and objectives.  Federal spending for R&D is heavily focused on defense, health,
space, and energy, as indicated in Figure II.3.  FS&T funding is less heavily focused
on defense, and a greater portion is devoted to health and other topics.  Reflecting
the diverse goals of federal R&D spending, most federal departments and agencies
support at least some R&D, as illustrated in Figure II.4.  Figure II.5 shows FS&T
funding as allocated among the agencies.
Federally supported R&D is performed in diverse institutions, including gov-
ernment laboratories, industry, academic institutions, and independent R&D organi-
zations (see Boxes II.5 and II.6).  Figure II.6 shows the breakdown of federal R&D
spending among the different categories of performing institutions for Fiscal Year
1994.  Note that industry is by far the largest performer of federally funded R&D,
followed by government laboratories and then academia, with other nonprofit
institutions playing the smallest role.  As Figure II.7 indicates, the largest proportion
of FS&T is performed by government-owned, government-operated laboratories;
academic institutions are the second largest performers; and industry is in third place.
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FIGURE II.5  Distribution of FS&T funds
among the agencies, Fiscal Year 1994.
SOURCE:  Data as for Figure II.4, modified as
noted in Figure II.1.
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BOX II.6
TYPES OF FEDERAL LABORATORIES
• Government-owned, government-operated laboratory, or GOGO—a laboratory owned,
operated, and funded by the federal government and staffed by federal employees.  Examples
include NIST laboratories, NIH intramural laboratories, the National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health, and the USDA Peoria Regional Laboratory.
• Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratory, or GOCO—a laboratory owned
and funded by the federal government and operated and staffed by a private contractor.  The
contractor may be a profit-making firm, a nonprofit organization, or one or more academic
institutions.  Examples include all of the DOE national laboratories mentioned below.
• National Laboratory—a large, multipurpose laboratory of the Department of Energy,
including the major weapons laboratories—Los Alamos, Sandia, and Livermore—as well as
Argonne, Brookhaven, Oak Ridge, Lawrence Berkeley, and others.  (National Laboratories are
one type of FFRDC—see next item.)
• Federally funded research and development center, or FFRDC—a particular form of
long-term government contract with a nongovernmental organization to staff and operate a
laboratory or other research center that is funded in whole or in substantial part by the federal
government.  Some FFRDCs are agreements to operate GOCOs, while others are contracts that
support contractor-owned and contractor-staffed organizations.  FFRDCs are operated by aca-
demic institutions (e.g., the Lincoln Laboratory by Massachusetts Institute of Technology) or
nonprofit organizations (e.g., Project Air Force at RAND), acting alone or in consortia, as well
as by profit-making firms (e.g., Sandia National Laboratories and Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory operated by Lockheed-Martin Corporation).
BOX II.5
CATEGORIES OF R&D PERFORMERS
Thousands of institutions in the United States conduct R&D, funded by government, in-
dustry, state and local governments, private foundations, funds from colleges and universities,
and other sources.
Industrial research is carried out by thousands of firms, large and small, although some
100 large firms account for more than 50 percent of all industrial R&D spending.  The largest
performers of industrial R&D are the aircraft, communications equipment, chemical, and com-
puter and office equipment industries.
Nearly every academic institution conducts some research.  However, about 100 univer-
sities account for more than 80 percent of all academic R&D spending.
It is estimated that there are more than 700 federal laboratories including FFRDCs.  How-
ever,  a much smaller number of these are of substantial size, with a few dozen conducting
most of the R&D done in such facilities (see Box II.6).1
Other nonprofit institutions also make important contributions to national R&D perfor-
mance.  These include medical research institutions not associated with academic institutions,
nonprofit research organizations such as Battelle Memorial Institute and Southwest Research
Institute, and others.
___________________________
1Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology, Trends in the Structure of Fed-
eral Science Support (Washington, D.C.:  Office of Science and Technology Policy, 1992).
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FIGURE II.7  Allocation of FS&T funds among categories of performers, Fiscal Year 1994.
SOURCE:  Derived as follows:  (1) R&D obligations by performer (for all federal agencies except
DOD, DOE, and NASA) were taken from Table C-8, NSF, Federal Funds for Research and Develop-
ment:  Fiscal Years 1993, 1994, and 1995, forthcoming. (2) DOD, DOE, and NASA obligations for
research, by performer, were taken from the same source. (3) Obligations for 6.3A by DOD were
allocated among performers in the same proportions as reported in Appendix A, DOD, DOD Re-
sponse to NSTC/PRD #1, Presidential Review Directive on an Interagency Review of Federal
Laboratories (February 24, 1995). (4) Obligations for the equivalent to 6.3A by DOE in FY 1994
($1.5 billion), as estimated by the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (see
Box II.3, footnote 4), were allocated among performers in the same proportions as DOE obligations
for all development in FY 1993, as reported in Table C-9, NSF, Federal Funds for Research and
Development:  FY 1992, 1993, and 1994, 1995.  (5) The same approach used in 4 above was also
used to allocate 6.3A-equivalent obligations by NASA in FY 1993 ($1.4 billion) among performers.
(6) The funding by type of performer in 1-5 was summed and the overall percentages determined.
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FIGURE II.6  Allocation of federal R&D funds among categories of performers, Fiscal Year
1994.
SOURCE:  Data calculated from Table C-8, National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research
and Development:  Fiscal Years 1992, 1993, and 1994 (Arlington, Va.:  NSF/Division of Science
Resources Studies, 1995).
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Supplement 3
Current Processes for Allocating
Federal R&D Funds
The committee’s recommendations argue for changes in how Congress and
the Executive Branch allocate funds for federal science and technology.  This supple-
ment describes the current process and gives some historical background.
There Is Currently No Standard Process
for Allocating Federal R&D Funds
Policymakers and the research community share control over the allocation of
federal funds to R&D.  In practice, decisions to allocate federal R&D funds among
national goals and among federal departments and agencies are made by elected
officials, senior civil servants, and congressional staff in a political process.  Alloca-
tion decisions among projects and performers at the program level within depart-
ments and agencies are made by technical experts in the agencies, often with advice
from the research community via formal competitive merit review or other approaches
to assessing scientific and technical merit.  On occasion, nongovernment scientists
and engineers influence high-level strategic federal allocations to specific initiatives.
Political leaders sometimes seek to influence allocations at the working level.
At all levels in the process of allocating R&D funds to various elements in the
federal portfolio, there is no substitute for human judgment, informed by specialized
knowledge, experience, and an understanding of the processes of research and
development.  There is an inherent uncertainty in anticipating the outcomes of R&D
programs.  Therefore, economic and financial investment models, such as cost/
benefit analysis, are applicable only for those development programs for which
technical and financial uncertainties are fairly well understood.
The overall federal R&D portfolio is determined in a bottom-up process.  The
executive and legislative branches together establish R&D budgets for departments
and agencies.  Historically, an “R&D budget” as such has been determined only after
the fact when budget analysts learn what the overall federal R&D budget is by
aggregating the results of the individual departmental and agency decisions.  The
Bush and Clinton administrations have sought to impose greater order on the prepa-
ration of the overall R&D budget submission, as discussed below.
Both the President and the Congress
Influence the Federal R&D Portfolio
Presidents have used a variety of institutional arrangements to coordinate the
formulation of R&D budgets across the departments and agencies, sometimes in
hopes of orchestrating coordinated approaches to particular national problems, and
other times in hopes of reducing overlap and duplication among them.  Since the
early 1960s, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy and its prede-
cessors have set up formal coordinating bodies for R&D, sometimes at the encour-
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agement of the Congress.  The Clinton administration’s National Science and Tech-
nology Council is the most recent such effort, and it is too early to determine how
effective it may be.  However, previous bodies have had limited effect, owing to
resistance by the affected agencies, the Office of Management and Budget, congres-
sional authorizers and appropriators, and the press of political currents that are
stronger than the impulse to coordinate.
There is no equivalent congressional coordinating authority for R&D (see Box
II.7).  The House Committee on Science, which has oversight authority over all
federal nondefense R&D, comes closest, although it does not have legislative author-
ity over the National Institutes of Health or the Departments of Agriculture, Defense,
and the Interior.  As it considers the President’s budget, Congress and its committees
frequently augment or cut proposed budgets and may replace requested R&D funds
with other types of spending, with little regard for a broader interagency strategy.
Even such coordinated presidential initiatives as the Global Climate Change program
BOX II.7
CONGRESSIONAL CONSIDERATION OF THE R&D BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996
Students of R&D budgeting have long been frustrated by the absence of a mechanism in
the Congress to consider the federal R&D budget on a comprehensive basis, to address propos-
als from the administration for coordinated interagency R&D programs, to assess the adequacy
of such funding on an aggregate basis, or to ensure against the emergence of imbalance in the
federal portfolio.1
The 104th Congress has used some procedures that offer promise for more comprehen-
sive congressional consideration of R&D funding in future years.  In late January 1995, the
House Committee on Science held a hearing on federal R&D featuring the heads of all major
R&D departments and programs under its legislative jurisdiction.  The House Budget Commit-
tee has established several working groups, including one on natural resources and science.
One working group function, pursued with special vigor this year, was coordination with mem-
bers of relevant authorization committees and appropriations subcommittees.  The working
group that covered science included the chair of the Science Committee (who is also vice-chair
of the Budget Committee).  The House Science Committee reported authorization bills within
limits set by the Budget Committee in preparing its Omnibus Civilian Science Authorization
bill, which also bundled together the major R&D functions under the committee’s jurisdiction.
The appropriations subcommittee allocations, in turn, took greater account of Science Com-
mittee and Budget Committee recommendations than in previous years.  A number of impor-
tant R&D budgets such as those for the National Institutes of Health and Department of De-
fense programs, however,  do not come under the Science Committee’s jurisdiction, and their
R&D budgets were not handled by the same Budget Committee working group.  No similar
process exists in the Senate to review the R&D budget and to link different steps in the budget
process across committee lines.  The Senate has more committee assignments per member
than the House, however, and so it is more usual for Senators to sit on multiple committees that
are involved in the sequential steps of the R&D budget process.
___________________________
1Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government, Science, Technology, and Congress:
Expert Advice and the Decisionmaking Process (Washington, D.C.:  Carnegie Commission on Science,
Technology, and Government, 1991).
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FIGURE II.8  Funding of R&D (both public and private) as a percentage of GDP for three
leading nations, 1970 through 1991.
SOURCE:  National Science Board, Science and Engineering Indicators:  1993, NSB 93-1 (Washing-
ton, D.C.:  National Science Foundation), p. 375.
may emerge from the congressional budget and appropriations processes in a form
quite different from that initially proposed in the budget.
International Comparisons Offer Imperfect Insight into
the Desirable Level of Total U.S. National R&D Spending
Judgment, experience, and a willingness to take risks play key roles in estab-
lishing an optimal level of national R&D spending, by the federal government or by
private firms, philanthropies, and other levels of government.  Comparisons with
R&D efforts of other leading nations offer some insights.  For example, the propor-
tion of gross domestic product (GDP) that is devoted to R&D is of some interest.  In
recent years, most of the larger and wealthier industrial nations have spent between
2.5 and 3 percent of GDP on R&D, including both government and private industry
funding.  Figure II.8 shows the percentages for Japan, Germany, and the United
states through 1991.
In 1994, the Clinton administration articulated a “reasonable long-term goal”
for total national R&D spending of 3 percent of GDP,1 as compared with the present
level of about 2.6 percent.2  However, nations face different circumstances and value
their national goals differently; as a consequence, they do not all spend their funds
for the same purposes or in similar institutions.  For example, if private industrial
R&D spending is adjusted to account for the smaller role of manufacturing indus-
tries in the economy of the United States as compared with Japan or Germany, then
the United States compares adequately with those nations in the ratio of R&D to
GDP.3  On the other hand, the United States has for the past 5 decades supported a
large national defense R&D effort that has not existed in Germany or Japan, as well
as newly emerging sectors that are research intensive but are not included in manu-
facturing, such as software and communications.  Similarly, the United States spends
a great deal more on health-related R&D than do other major nations, even when
adjustments are made for the relative sizes of countries.
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Strategic R&D Allocations Among U.S. National Goals
Arise from a Decentralized Process
In recent years, the President’s budget submission to Congress has included a
section that presents the budget requests for R&D from the individual departments
and agencies, as well as the total amount requested to support R&D in all of them.
However, this R&D “budget” does not result from any comprehensive examination
of all of the government’s R&D spending.  Instead, it simply presents together in
one place the outcomes of the negotiations among the individual departments and
agencies, the Office of Management Budget, and the President regarding their
separate budget plans.  The departments and agencies operate under delegations of
authority from the Congress and seek to use their R&D funds to accomplish the
goals set out for them by Congress.  Their performance is overseen by the individual
committees and subcommittees of jurisdiction.  R&D programs and funding are the
responsibility of numerous committees and subcommittees in both houses.  Table
II.2 shows the 14 committees in the House and Senate that authorize the largest
R&D activities in major R&D agencies.  Many of the critical congressional decisions
about R&D are made in appropriations subcommittees.  Figure II.9 shows the por-
tions of the R&D budget allocated by 7 of the 13 appropriations subcommittees in
each house.  Figure II.10 illustrates that 14 percent of federal discretionary spending
TABLE II.2  Authorization Committees with Major R&D Programs
Department or Agency Committee
House Senate
Department of
Agriculture Agriculture Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry
Commerce Science Commerce, Science, and Transportation
Commerce
Defense National Security Armed Services
Energy
Civilian Science Energy and Natural Resources
Defense National Security Armed Services
Health and Human Services Commerce Labor and Human Resources
Interior Resources Energy and Natural Resources
Transportation Transportation Commerce, Science, and Transportation
Veterans Affairs Veterans Affairs Veterans
Environmental Protection Agency Science Environment and Public Works
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Science Commerce, Science, and Transportation
National Science Foundation Science Labor and Human Resources
Commerce, Science, and Transportation
Office of Science and
Technology Policy Science Commerce, Science, and Transportation
NOTE:  Main authorization jurisdictions for R&D programs are spread over seven committees each in
the House and Senate.  Some agencies’ R&D programs are split between two or more committees
because changes in Congress do not always parallel those in the Executive Branch.  This table shows
only main authorization jurisdictions and does not show all split authorities.
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Labor-HHS
16%
Defense
51%
VA-HUD
18%
Energy-Water
8%
Interior
2%
Agriculture
2%
Commerce-Justice-State
2%
Others
1%
FIGURE II.9  Appropriations subcommittee roles in funding R&D.
NOTE:  The $70 billion of federal R&D, as traditionally calculated, is allocated mainly by seven
appropriations subcommittees each in the House and Senate.  The seven subcommittees that allocate
most R&D funding and the activities over which they have appropriation authority are (1) Agricul-
ture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies (most USDA R&D
programs; FDA); (2) Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies (NIST, NOAA); (3)
Energy and Water Development (most DOE R&D programs; civilian aspects of DOD, such as the Army
Corps of Engineers); (4) Interior and Related Agencies (U.S. Geological Survey; DOE programs on
fossil fuel, coal, and conservation; and USDA Forest Service); (5) Labor, Health and Human Services,
Education, and Related Agencies (NIH, Centers for Disease Control, Department of Education R&D
programs); (6) National Security (most DOD R&D programs);  and (7) Veterans Affairs, Housing and
Urban Development, and Independent Agencies (Department of Veterans Affairs, EPA, NASA, NSF,
OSTP).  Each of the remaining six subcommittees allocates less than 5 percent of its appropriations
authority for R&D, most far less.
SOURCE:  Adapted from data provided by the R&D Budget and Policy Project, American Association
for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C.
went to R&D in fiscal year 1995 (the figures do not take into account recisions that
took effect in July 1995).  The fraction of funds going to R&D is a rough measure of
the trade-off between R&D and other spending within subcommittees.  The higher
the fraction of budget devoted to R&D, the harder it is to increase R&D without
impinging on other programs and the more tempting it is to cut R&D to fund other
popular programs.  Funding for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Environmental Protection Agency, and National Science Foundation, for example,
competes for dollars allocated to the same appropriations subcommittee that funds
veterans’ benefits and federal housing programs.  Similarly, increases for the National
Institutes of Health can come only at the expense of programs for education, labor,
and health and human services.  Given caps set by the budget process and projected
steep declines in federal discretionary spending, preserving R&D funding increas-
ingly conflicts with the desire to preserve such other programs.  R&D intensiveness
varies considerably, as shown for the major R&D subcommittees in Figure II.10.
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Tactical Allocations Among Programs, Fields, and Disciplines Are Made
Largely Within Departments and Agencies, with Some Specific
Congressional Direction
The mission of the National Science Foundation is to support R&D across a
wide range of topics.  For the National Science Foundation, tactical allocation is
largely a matter of allocating funds across its various R&D programs in support of
fields or disciplines.
Total Federal Discretionary Funds = $531 Billion
Defense
VA-HUD
Labor-HHS
Energy-Water
Interior
Agriculture
Others
Commerce-Justice-State
R&D = $73 Billion
14%
R&D
14%
R&D
19%
R&D
17%
R&D
13%
R&D
11%
R&D
6%
R&D
29%
R&D
2%
FIGURE II.10  Appropriations subcommittees’ roles in funding R&D.
NOTE:  Fourteen percent of the federal government’s total discretionary funds went for R&D, based
on fiscal year 1995 appropriations prior to the July 1995 recisions.  The discretionary budget ex-
cludes mandatory federal spending and spending for entitlements, leaving $531 billion, of which
$73 billion was appropriated initially for R&D by current definitions (in contrast to the committee’s
recommended FS&T definition discussed in Part I of this report and in Supplements 1 and 2).  R&D
funds are concentrated in the jurisdictions of 7 of the 13 appropriations subcommittees, which
allocate from 6 to 29 percent of their discretionary funds to R&D.  The largest R&D allocations are
made by the Defense, Veterans Affairs-Housing and Urban Development, and Labor-Health and
Human Services subcommittees.  For committee names and their R&D jurisdictions, see note for
Figure II.9.  This information is based on 1995 appropriations prior to the July 1995 budget recisions,
which reduced R&D funding by a total of $1.9 billion, taken from several programs.
SOURCE:  Adapted from data provided by the R&D Budget and Policy Project, American Association
for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C.
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Departments and agencies with more focused missions, however, such as the
Department of Energy or the Department of Health and Human Services can, to
some degree, choose whether to pursue their ultimate objectives by funding R&D
or by supporting other kinds of programs in, for example, education, public health,
regulation, or direct  service delivery.  For them, allocations to R&D result from a
complex set of negotiations among the department’s various bureaus, congressional
oversight committees, and the Office of Management and Budget.  Coordination of
R&D in such agencies with that in other agencies may take a distinct second place
to the intraagency struggles for resources.  Most such agencies have external scien-
tific or technical review and advisory boards, but these groups tend to focus on
identifying R&D needs and opportunities and on allocating funds among projects
and performers, rather than on allocations among broad objectives or between R&D
and alternative implementation modalities.
Congress has always exercised its prerogatives in directing federal agencies to
fund specific projects in particular locations—so called “ear-marked” activities.  Not
until the early 1980s, however, was this practice used for funding R&D facilities and
projects.  Since then, R&D earmarks have become commonplace, especially in the
jurisdictions of certain appropriations subcommittees and in the budgets of certain
agencies, such as the Department of Defense and Department of Energy.  Earmarks
to academic institutions have amounted to more than 5 percent of federal R&D
funding to colleges and universities in recent years.  While one rationale for such
funding is that some institutions and some regions are less well prepared than
others to compete for federal funds, a significant proportion of the academic ear-
marks has gone to institutions and states that are also successful in the open compe-
tition for federal agency funds.
Competitive Merit Review Is Most Relevant
to Allocations Among Projects
One of the hallmarks of the postwar R&D system has been the detailed scien-
tific and technical agenda influenced by the scientific and technical communities.
To a first approximation, policymakers have set broad goals and directions, while
members of the scientific and technical communities have designed projects, pro-
posed priorities among them, and helped evaluate the results.  Part of the “social
contract” between science and government struck after World War II was that scien-
tists would play major roles in providing advice about the scientific agenda, while
policymakers would set broad strategic goals and provide the resources needed to
reach them.  This model has been most clearly implemented through the use of the
“peer review” system to choose among research projects supported by the National
Science Foundation and National Institutes of Health (see Box II.8).
The mission agencies have tended to employ their in-house scientific and
technical staff to make funding decisions and to evaluate the outcomes of R&D
projects focused on the government’s own needs.  This practice reflects the fact that
government agencies must be accountable for achieving the results they set out to
reach and that such work is carried out under contracts rather than grants.  Increas-
ingly, however, such agencies as the Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and Department of Energy have used external peer reviewers
to augment the judgments of in-house staff.
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BOX II.8
METHODS FOR SELECTING FEDERAL R&D PERFORMERS AND PROJECTS
A number of approaches are used to decide which R&D projects receive federal funds,
how much should be spent, and who should conduct the work.  The approach used depends
on the nature of the work, its relationship to specific government missions, and the history and
culture of different research communities, programs, and agencies.
Traditionally, agencies such as the National Science Foundation and National Institutes of
Health that make grants to universities to support fundamental scientific and engineering re-
search have used some form of prospective peer review to judge the quality of competitively
submitted project proposals.  Peers are established working scientists or engineers from di-
verse research institutions who are deeply knowledgeable about the field of study and who
provide disinterested technical judgments as to the competence of the researchers, the scien-
tific significance of the proposed work, the soundness of the research plan, and the likelihood
of success.  Since the early 1980s, NSF has asked peers also to take into account the utility of
the proposed research to the nation and its potential for contributing to graduate education
and to the infrastructure of science itself.  Since the middle 1980s, NSF has used the term merit
review to indicate both that proposals are judged on their merits and that NSF program officers
also have the authority to take into account various general policies of the Foundation when
making awards.   NIH makes limited use of a second level of review by institute councils that
take into account national relevance and direction.  Some programs in other departments and
agencies, including the Department of Energy, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Department of Defense, employ variants of peer or merit
review.  The various departments and agencies differ in the degree to which their program
managers are bound to follow the recommendations of peer and merit reviewers in making
awards.  Practices vary even within the NSF and NIH across research fields and areas.
Other agencies, including the Office of Naval Research and Advanced Research Projects
Agency, use a strong program manager approach to prospective assessment of the scientific
or technical merit of research proposals, particularly those that are of a more fundamental
nature.  Strong technical staff members have responsibility for being well informed about the
state of the art of their specialties and for identifying and recruiting investigators to conduct
research that they deem to be of greatest importance to the agency’s mission.  Program manag-
ers often devote considerable energy to soliciting the views of peers about these matters but
usually are not bound to heed their advice.
Agencies seeking to contract for performance of R&D projects of direct interest to the
government in industrial or other nongovernment organizations typically conduct competitive
procurements for R&D services, using government technical employees and, occasionally,
consultants to judge the prospective merit of contract proposals.  This approach has much in
common with standard procedures used by the federal government to procure other goods
and services.
Federal laboratories use several approaches to project selection.  In most cases, however,
on-site technical and unit managers share responsibility with agency program managers
for selecting project topics and performers.  In some cases, the external peer community is
asked for advice on specific projects, and in other cases, on an entire program of activity.
Sometimes such advice is obtained on a prospective basis; sometimes it is obtained via formal
reviews of ongoing or completed research activities.  In some agencies and some programs,
proposals to begin new projects at the federal laboratories compete across several laboratories
or even with proposals submitted from academia or industry.
Formula funding is used by a few programs, principally in the USDA, to allocate R&D
funds among performing institutions such as the land-grant colleges and universities.
Executive agency decisions about R&D allocations to institutions and projects have in-
creasingly been specified in detail by congressional appropriations committees.  These alloca-
tions often do not reflect the considered judgments of scientific experts or the funding agen-
cies, and they often are determined instead by individual members of Congress acting on be-
half of constituents.
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Supplement 4
Interactions Between Federal and Industrial
Funding and the Relationship Between
Basic and Applied Research
Continuing innovation is the only way to foster long-term economic growth
without discovering entirely new resources.  Advances in science and technology
are essential to innovation, although innovation also involves many additional fac-
tors.  In the last half century, the federal government’s role has almost always been
crucial, and often dominant.  The nation has become more dependent on science
and technology, and sustaining a robust capacity for research and development is
more important than ever.  Astronauts have walked the face of the moon and re-
turned, and astrophysicists have probed the origins of the universe.  The physical
sciences have also been the source of innumerable inventions—lasers, microelec-
tronic devices, and fiber-optic networks, to name just a few—that have in turn
enabled practical applications such as satellite communications, computers, and
gains in productivity throughout the economy.  Past revolutionary advances in
biology—unraveling the double helical structure of DNA in 1953, discovering re-
combinant DNA technology in the 1970s—and today’s exploding molecular genetics
and integrative biology have just begun to illuminate the immense complexity of
life.  These fundamentally important discoveries also are linked to the capability to
design new drugs and diagnostic technologies in medicine, new approaches to
problems in agriculture, and technologies for environmental improvement.
The dramatic increase in life expectancy during this century is one indicator
of scientific discovery and technical progress.  Figure II.11 shows that in 1900 life
expectancy at birth, even for the richest people, was only age 55, yet for all but the
world’s poorest today it is over 70.  Every year during this century, approximately
2 months have been added to life expectancy.  The change has been gradual, almost
unnoticed in daily life, but fundamentally important.  Sanitation, nutrition, transpor-
tation, communication, and other technologies have combined with biomedical
research and medical technologies to produce this profound demographic shift.
In the 5 decades following World War II, the U.S. federal government steadily
increased its support for science and technology.  As a result, the United States
moved into a position of preeminence in virtually all areas.  We became the leaders
in high-technology industries such as aircraft, chemicals, computers, software,
pharmaceuticals, and biotechnology.  We developed the most effective system in the
world for creating new technology-based businesses.
Our National System of Innovation Depends on Complicated Interactions
Between the Public and Private Sectors
A complex set of institutions and actors contribute to the strength of the U.S.
science and technology base.  The examples of important discoveries in medicine
and in computing and communications technologies depicted in Figures II.12 and
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II.13 illustrate how the different parts of our system interact to produce changes
that ultimately lead to increases in the quality of our lives.
Consider, for example, Figure II.12, which illustrates the steps leading to
reductions in mortality from high blood pressure.1  From the 1930s to the 1960s,
research funded by private nonprofit groups, the Veterans Administration, and the
National Institutes of Health revealed dietary and behavioral risk factors associated
with high blood pressure.  An early and important step was finding a way to mea-
sure blood pressure quickly and cheaply, and to correlate those measures with
diseases.  Rigorous epidemiological studies confirmed suspected links between high
blood pressure, stroke (and later, heart disease), and premature death.  Parallel
clinical trials demonstrated that treatment for lowering blood pressure prevented
stroke, death from heart disease, and cardiac and renal failure.  The National High
Blood Pressure Education Program, built on these findings, commenced in 1972.
Since then, changing social norms, individual exercise and diet decisions, and better
medical management have reduced the incidence of hypertension by more than a
third, and reduced stroke mortality by over 60 percent,2 a remarkable achievement.
For millions of Americans, a broad base of research—spanning the full range from
social and behavioral research to molecular biotechnology—has meant the differ-
ence between life and death.
As epidemiological and behavioral research progressed, a complex web of
biological factors also was uncovered through clinical investigations and basic
biological research.  This line of research was funded predominantly by the federal
government, and supplemented by hospitals and private sources.  Private pharma-
ceutical firms made investments comparable in magnitude to federal funding, but
focused on narrowing the search for specific agents and clinical testing to prove
their worth.  Drugs lower blood pressure by reducing fluid retention (diuretics), by
influencing nerve impulses transmitted to the heart and blood vessels (beta-blocking
agents), and by reducing resistance to blood flow in small peripheral arteries (cal-
17x20
FIGURE II.11  Life expectancy and income
per capita for selected countries and periods.
NOTE: “International dollars are derived from
national currencies not by use of exchange rates
but by assessment of purchasing power.  The
effect is to raise the relative incomes of poorer
countries, often substantially.”
SOURCE:  Samuel H. Preston, Nathan Keyfitz, and
Robert Schoen, Causes of Death: Life Tables for
National Populations (New York:  Seminar Press,
1972), as reprinted in The World Bank, The World
Development Report 1993:  Investing in Health
(New York:  Oxford University Press, 1993).
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cium antagonists and angiotensin converting enzyme, or ACE, inhibitors).  The use
of calcium channel blockers came from clinical tests of various compounds that
were first made by pharmaceutical firms.  Knowledge of how these compounds
worked and how they could best be used came years later, mainly through federally
funded research.  In contrast, the ACE inhibitors were developed by drug companies
through a logical progression of discoveries that built on decades of publicly funded
research.  Private investment was essential, but federal investment was equally
important at many stages, both leading and following privately funded research.
Almost all the important technical decisions, in both public and private sectors,
were made by those educated in research universities and trained at least in part
through federally funded research.
The story in information technologies involves different agencies and domains
of science, but the lessons are similar. 3 Lynn Conway of Xerox and Carver Mead of
the California Institute of Technology in the 1970s conceived of “silicon foundries,”
where graduate students, their professors, and others could have computer chip
designs fabricated into integrated circuits.  Their idea won federal support and
became the heart of the very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit program supported
by the Advanced Research Projects Agency in the Defense of Defense.  NSF joined
the program, broadening access to VLSI fabrication services—the foundries.  On a
parallel track, the network that later became the Internet (first as ARPANet) was
used to send designs to the foundries, which then created and shipped the chips,
reducing cost and increasing speed.  What once took months now took days.  The
impediments to chip design diminished; graduate students felt free to experiment
and innovate; even radical designs for chips became practical.
The foundries and other components of ARPA’s VLSI program had spectacular
results:  a renaissance in computer design, universities creating VLSI programs, the
beginnings of three-dimensional graphics, and initial efforts in reduced instruction
set computing (RISC), now in use in millions of computers.  RISC computing origi-
nated at IBM but was adopted only after a period of federally funded research that
made its applications readily apparent, at which point several firms in addition to
IBM invested in it.  Several major corporations grew directly out of the VLSI pro-
gram.
Decades of federal and industrial investments in information technology led to
the creation of the elements—from three-dimensional graphics to windows to local
networks—now embedded in the way we work, obtain and share information, and
teach our children.  The dynamic interactions between federally funded academic
R&D and industrial R&D made the United States dominant in information technol-
ogy, which strengthened the nation’s competitiveness and also provided advantages
in other sectors throughout the economy that depend on information technologies,
such as finance, entertainment, communications, education, and transportation (see
Figure II.13).
As has been detailed in the case of information technology and is evident also
in medicine and in many other fields highly dependent on science, the history of
innovative development with significant social and economic benefits points to
several major conclusions:4  (1) research has consistently generated large payoffs; (2)
these payoffs often take years or decades to be realized; (3) while the time from
discovery to market may be long, the transition from science to technology is more
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sudden; (4) unexpected results are often the most important (e.g., electronic mail
and computer “windows” software methods were not the intended products of
research programs that spawned them; many drugs used for hypertension were first
developed for other purposes); (5) research stimulates communication and interac-
tion, with complex interactions between industry and academia; (6) research trains
Graphics
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Windows
RISC
VLSI design
Sketchpad, Utah
Arpanet, Internet
Englebart, Rochester
Berkeley, Stanford
Sun, SGL, IBM, HP
Mead/Conway, Mosis
Federally funded R&D
Industrially funded R&D
$1 billion business
1965 1980 1985 19901970 1975 1995
GM/IBM, LucasFilm
E&S, SGL
Ethernet, Pup, Datakit
DECnet, LANs, TCP/IP
Alto, Smalltalk
Star, Mac, Microsoft
IBM 801
many
FIGURE II.13  Technological developments in computing.
NOTE:  The productive and profitable interactions between federally and privately funded R&D are
apparent in this time line of the development of several important computer technologies.  These
include computer graphics; networks; use of icons, buttons, and other “user-friendly” methods now
commonly known as “windows”; reduced instruction set computing (RISC), which simplifies and
speeds computer operations; and very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit design, which has proved
crucial to many manufacturing and design improvements.  The institutions at which federally funded
work was begun are noted along the right margin, as are the companies that developed and eventu-
ally commercialized the technologies.  In many cases, the federally funded work was conducted at
universities, but some was done in industry.  Note that privately funded R&D preceded federal R&D
in the cases of VLSI and RISC, and yet federal funding was nonetheless crucial in enabling the cre-
ation of ideas realized ultimately in commercial applications.
SOURCE:  Adapted from Figure ES.1 in a report by the Computer Science and Telecommunications
Board, National Research Council, Evolving the High Performance Computing and Communica-
tions Initiative to Support the Nation’s Information Infrastructure (Washington, D.C.:  National
Academy Press, 1995), p. 2.
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people who start new companies, join established firms, and enter crucial positions
in industry and government where their technical background enables better man-
agement decisions; and (7) research entails risks, so that some objectives are not
reached, but new ones—often more important ones—replace them.
Practical applications are often impossible to predict from any one scientific
discovery that is nonetheless crucial to the ultimate outcome, and the best path to
the desired use must adjust continually to surprising sources of new knowledge.
Norman Ramsey’s Nobel Prize-winning work in physics was seminal in the develop-
ment of atomic clocks that enabled the global positioning system (see Box II.2),
magnetic resonance used for medical imaging, and synchrotron radiation used in the
manufacture of integrated circuit chips.  Yet none of these immensely practical
benefits was evident when he did his research.  He remarked upon receiving the
1994 Vannevar Bush Award, “I would have had difficulty in justifying most of my
research on the basis of future applications either I or anyone else would have
foreseen.”5
The government role in supporting the federal science and technology (FS&T)
base is crucial in almost all the technologies.  In some cases and at some stages, it is
the dominant factor.  The critical period for federal investment is often, but not
always, at the beginning.  Federal support for basic science is often necessary, but
federal support for applied research and fundamental technology development is
also essential.  Some new technologies do build logically on scientific discovery
arising from federally funded basic science, but private research and development
often turn up items that pose questions for science or require a period of govern-
ment-supported inquiry before they become appropriate for further development in
the private sector.  Federal support often comes from different agencies, at different
times, and for different reasons.
Research and development, and the ensuing innovation system of which they
are essential components, depend not only on the basic science supported by the
National Science Foundation, but also on mission-oriented research and develop-
ment of the National Institutes of Health, Department of Defense, National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration, Department of Energy, Environmental Protection
Agency, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Department of Commerce, and other
agencies and departments.
The Distinction Between Basic and Applied Science Is Often Difficult to
Make and Is Rarely Decisive in Defining the Federal Role
Historically, the federal government has provided funding for a variety of long-
term, high-risk research and technology development programs.  In some cases this
support is motivated by the need to solve specific problems such as developing a
new aircraft, breaking a code, or finding a way to treat specific diseases.  The result-
ing activity conventionally is described as applied research.  In other cases, govern-
ment support is provided for pure science.  Some projects are clearly applied.
Others are clearly basic.  Basic research usually is supported in the expectation that
it ultimately will link to practical use; applied research usually is intended to address
a specific problem, although it can spawn new fundamental inquiry.6
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Some discussions of the differences between basic and applied research
suggest that the process must start with basic research in universities, which pro-
duces new ideas.  In this view, private firms apply discoveries to practical problems
and use them to develop commercial products.  Sometimes the discovery process
works this way, but often it does not.  The flow of people, knowledge, and “know-
how” between publicly and privately funded research organizations goes both ways,
with different net flows at different times.  The typical patterns differ among indus-
trial sectors and scientific disciplines; there is no one template for innovation.  For
every case like that of information technology—where academic research in com-
puter science and engineering led to the creation of many new firms—one can
point to a counterexample like digital electronics, where the development of the
transistor in the private sector caused an expansion of solid-state physics in universi-
ties.  Even when a clear distinction between basic and applied research can be
made, therefore, it is often not useful in guiding choices about whether it is a
proper subject for federal support.
A more severe problem is that most federally funded research is at once both
applied and basic.  In the standard definition, basic research is the pursuit of knowl-
edge without thought of practical application.  The first part is true—that science is
intended to produce new discoveries—but the implication that this necessarily
entails a sharp separation from thoughts of usefulness is just plain wrong.  Some-
times it is true, but far more often it is not, especially in science supported by
mission-oriented agencies.  Basic optics is one of the oldest fields in physics.  Thirty
or forty years ago, it was hard to see what applications it might have beyond lens
design for cameras and telescopes.  With the unexpected discovery of the laser and
its application in fiber-optic communications, optics has turned out to be immensely
practical, and is essential to modern telecommunications networks.  Louis Pasteur’s
career was replete with contributions to basic biology as well as innovations in
medicine, beer brewing, wine making, and agriculture.  Organic chemistry and
analytical chemistry have always been coupled to pharmaceuticals, specialty chemi-
cals, and other industrial interests.  Basic materials science bears on electronics,
instrumentation, aeronautics, and many domains of manufacturing.  Gregor Mendel
was studying how to improve crops when he discovered the basic laws of genetics,
and characterizing DNA’s double helical structure in 1953 led 2 decades later to
practical applications through recombinant DNA technology, with impacts not only
on biomedical research but also on pharmaceutical manufacturing, agriculture, and
environmental remediation.  The practical uses of applied research are generally
more obvious and direct, but basic research also can have foreseeable practical aims.
“There are two kinds of research—applied research and not-yet-applied
research.” Nobel laureate Lord Porter, former president of the Royal
Society.7
The federal responsibility for basic research is accepted widely.  The large
social benefits that can come from federal support for specific kinds of applied
problem solving and exploratory development are not as well recognized.  Histori-
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cally, a large fraction of federally funded research has been directed at applied
problem solving and fundamental technology.  For example, when the Department
of Defense funded the creation of computer science as a new academic field, it
accurately anticipated real national security needs.  Government support for the
development of new problem-solving tools and technically trained people differs
from the support for basic physics provided by the National Science Foundation,
but it nonetheless has profound effects on fulfilling national needs, sustaining our
economy, improving our way of life, and contributing to all areas of scientific inves-
tigation.
Government Has Traditionally Supported Enabling
Technology and Education
There is no reason to abandon the historical balance between support for
science on the one hand and enabling technology on the other.  Industrial funding
builds not only on basic research, but also on federally funded R&D aimed at govern-
ment functions.  The productivity of industrial R&D depends on a balanced federal
R&D portfolio that spans a broad range of applications.  A strategy that focuses
federal support unduly on basic science risks losing the benefits of applied research
supported by mission agencies, which historically have been important in generat-
ing public benefits.  That is one reason that the committee did not distinguish be-
tween basic and applied research when defining the FS&T budget.
In the division of labor between the public sector and the private sector, the
private sector ultimately will be responsible for the final stages of commercial
application and product development.  On this there is no disagreement.  Because
of its efforts in these areas, the private sector will provide more support for applied
research and technology development than the federal government does now or
could at any time in the foreseeable future.  But there can be confusion about the
federal role in supporting applied research versus its funding of commercial technol-
ogy development in industry, whether through individual firms or in consortia.  This
is an area of active controversy that the committee addresses in Part I of this report.
It is important to point out here that the debate about federal funding, or subsidies,
to industry is conceptually different from that about federal support for basic versus
applied research for public missions, to foster enabling technologies, and to educate
leaders in science and engineering.
A distinction between “basic” and “applied” generally is not useful as the
decisive criterion that defines a proper federal role, except when the application
area is an existing commercial market where industrial applied research usually will
predominate.  Federal leadership is indeed essential for basic research, because
industry does not support it except in a limited way and under unusual circum-
stances such as near-monopoly positions that are now rapidly disappearing.8  Five
decades of history make clear that the federal government is positioned uniquely to
support the training of people and the development of new technologies that are
not specific to a particular product or service.  Private firms, responding to forces
that operate through the market, will determine what specific products and services
result and will support their final development and commercialization.
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The government also must maintain a core of applied scientists whose work
serves as a bridge between the problem-solving efforts of private firms and the
research efforts of basic scientists.  Government can and should sustain those areas
of science and technology that support inherent government missions, such as
national defense, technical standards setting, regulation, or public health.  In these
areas, publicly funded scientists and engineers can take a discovery—such as a new
class of high-temperature superconductors—out of the laboratory of a private firm
and move it quickly onto the agenda for inquiry in basic physics.  Or they can take a
new technology and use it—applying it to nuclear waste cleanup, developing vac-
cines for U.S. troops headed abroad, or defining the exact length of a meter or a
second with the greatest precision available at the time.
Federal funding for science and technology development also helps educate
and train not only those scientists and engineers who continue on to perform re-
search and development in both the public and private sectors, but also those
whose work involves making technically informed management decisions about
corporate strategy and finance.  The history of technological advance throughout
this century points to an abiding truth:  “The primary function of universities is to
give students the intellectual underpinnings to contribute as professionals in our
society.”9
Federal Support for Basic Research Continues to Be Essential
Just as government support for applied science and technology development
remains a wise investment, so also is continuing investment in basic science essen-
tial to future innovation and progress.10  Innovation now occurs too rapidly for one
player to wait until another’s job is done.  Research and development are not sepa-
rate, serial activities, but parallel and interdependent.  New knowledge is most
useful to people and institutions that see it first and can exploit it quickly, and that
have ready access to those who discover it.  The ability to identify technological
opportunities emerging from research is now a principal factor determining success
in many industrial sectors.  The increased importance of science in high-growth
areas of the world economy puts a premium on strong linkages between science
and technology, and makes innovation far more difficult without a strong indigenous
science base.  This circumstance underscores the importance of federal support for
the science and technology base as the main source of “patient capital” that builds
knowledge and supports all firms.  Continuing federal support for basic research is
the foremost recommendation of those in industry itself.11
Today, the product cycle is contracting in high-technology sectors throughout
the world.  Software applications may be replaced after a year or two, and a com-
puter model every three or four years.  Private firms are driven by short-term market
needs and demands for quick returns on science and technology investments.  They
must focus on improving existing products.  Communications and computing were
once the province of monopolies and near-monopolies that no longer exist because
of federal policy and international competition.  With a few exceptions, such as
pharmaceuticals where patent protection is strong, support for science and technol-
ogy that will not return benefits quickly is becoming more difficult to justify in the
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private sector, because stockholders cannot see the immediate benefits of R&D
expenditures.
While the time from discovery to market has not shortened nearly as much in
pharmaceuticals as in software or other sectors, drugs now are replaced more
quickly once they enter the market because new agents are discovered that have
stronger action or fewer side effects, and generic drugs are introduced quickly after
a patent expires.  Pharmaceutical firms have concluded that survival depends on
increasing the pace of innovation, introducing more products in less time, and data
show that strong connections to basic research performed outside the firm, as well
as strong R&D capacity within it, predict success in discovering new drugs.12  Phar-
maceutical executives report that their products depend more on federally funded
science than any other industrial sector, and patent statistics bear this out.13  Thus
even in a sector where private firms’ R&D investments are high, and encompass
some basic research, the federal role remains vital.
In the 1970s and 1980s attention turned to the dramatic technological ad-
vances made in Japan.  Success there depended on improving technologies discov-
ered elsewhere more than on Japanese science.  The Japanese postwar strategy
followed the “technology first” strategy pursued with equal success by the United
States early in this century.  In light of Japan’s economic success and U.S. history,
some observers began to question why U.S. taxpayer dollars should support basic
research at all.
The case histories tracing drug discovery and advances in computing and
communications show that it can still take decades before the practical uses of
knowledge arising from disparate fields become apparent.  But once commercial
opportunities are apparent, it is a flat-out race from the laboratory to the market.  A
“technology first” strategy falters as the time scale from discovery to application
shortens, as the stock of untapped but freely available existing knowledge is de-
pleted, and as many nations attain technological expertise.  As one analysis of links
between patents and citations to scientific literature noted, “The areas which are
leading the industrial growth of the West are just those areas that are very science
intensive, and it is hard to imagine sustained industrial growth in any country with-
out a strong competence in the scientific fields which so closely underlie these
modern technologies.” 14 Successful nations must not only build and sustain a firm
technological base, but must also in the future make new discoveries and translate
them into new technologies.  Such achievements require a broad and deep base of
science and technology, comprising not only those performing it but also those who
monitor and use it.  Those with foresight, even in Japan which now lacks a substan-
tial science base, have recognized that neglect of science is a potentially fatal weak-
ness in life on the technological frontier.15
“Until now Japan has depended primarily on foreign nations for the
creative activities that generate the knowledge and technology for
innovative products. . . . [F]rom now on Japan will have to create, ahead
of other nations, knowledge and technology that will lead to new prod-
ucts and markets.”16
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Today,  Japan, several European countries, and many emerging nations can
take advantage of new discoveries, a position the United States occupied alone
several decades ago.  Other nations have built technological capacities that rival,
and in some areas surpass, those in the United States.  They have strong education
systems and pursue national policies to foster innovation.  But none can match the
breadth and depth of U.S. science and the fluidity with which results and people
move back and forth between the university and the private sector.  Federal science
and technology, and its connections to a robust private sector, are among this
nation’s most important comparative advantages.
Government Support for Scientific and Technical Public Goods
Is Central to Creating National Economic Advantage
Federal funding—for basic research, applied research relevant to government
missions, development of technology, and education and training in universities—
encourages new firms to enter high-technology areas.  Applied academic research
funded by the federal government has helped produce many small high-technology
firms.  Students and professors move from the university to existing small firms.
Sometimes they start new firms.  Often they join well-established firms and rise
through the ranks to make critically important decisions.  New firms may grow into
industrial giants or be swallowed by larger firms that incorporate their technologies.
Patent rights for new discoveries derived from federally funded research go to the
research institutions, giving them financial incentives for commercial application.
Sun Microsystems and Silicon Graphics among computing companies, and Amgen
and Genentech in biotechnology, did not exist 15 years ago.  All were started from a
base of academic science.  Today they are major firms in their respective industries.
These and other successes well up from the science and technology base supported
by the federal government, which fosters competition and helps introduce new
firms that champion emerging technologies.
A fear that the benefits from federal support for university research will flow
immediately to foreigners is misplaced.  History suggests instead that where re-
search takes place has a direct effect on where it is put to use.  The high-technology
firms clustered along Route 128 in Massachusetts, in the Silicon Valley in California,
in suburban Maryland, and in Austin, Texas, all congregated around major federally
supported university or government research centers.  If industrial use and centers
of capital were the decisive factors, the foremost centers for biotechnology and
computer firms should have located instead near Tokyo, Frankfurt, Paris, London, or
New York City.
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priations for R&D in FY 1996, 1995, p. 6.
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Senate Report Language for the Prospective Study
on Allocation of Federal R&D Funding
Excerpt from report language accompanying Public Law 103-733:
Research Report—The [Senate Appropriations] Committee is concerned that at a
time when there is such opportunity to understand and cure disease, funding for health
research supported by NIH in the next fiscal year is held to below the inflation index for
medical research due to budget constraints.  Similarly, other Federal research agencies are
confronted with constrained resources resulting from the virtual freeze in discretionary
outlays.  This freeze will make decisions over how to best allocate funding for research and
development in the future all the more difficult as research opportunities collide with other
governmental responsibilities required for preserving, protecting the health, safety and
economic security of our citizen [sic].  These realities have compelled the Committee to
consider the composition of the overall Federal Government research and development
budget, which currently totals more than $70,000,000,000 a year.  In particular, the Com-
mittee is concerned whether that research budget is designed to meet new national security
concerns, military, economic, and health, that confront our Nation in a post-cold war world.
The Committee is concerned, for example, that medical research is not at its optimal level
of priority and support relative to its importance to national security.
Because of these new circumstances, the Committee has provided [$750,000] within
the Office of the director [of NIH] to commission a study by the National Academy of
Sciences and the Institute of Medicine.  The study should consider the criteria that should
be used in judging the appropriate allocation of funds to research and development activi-
ties, the appropriate balance among different types of institutions that conduct such
research, and the means of assuring continued objectivity in the allocation process.  The
academies and Institute should consult with the Office of Science and Technology Policy in
planning the framework for the report.  The academies and the Institute should submit the
report to both the House and Senate Appropriations Committees by December 31, 1995.
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Committee and Staff Biographical Information
FRANK PRESS, Chair, is the Cecil and Ida Green Senior Fellow at the Carnegie
Institution.  He served as president of the National Academy of Sciences from 1981
to 1993 and as the president’s science adviser during the Carter administration.  A
geophysicist, he has served on the faculties of Columbia University, California Insti-
tute of Technology, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  He served on the
president’s Science Advisory Committee during the Kennedy administration and on
the presidential Advisory Committee during the Ford administration.  He was ap-
pointed by president Nixon to the National Science Board of the National Science
Foundation and also served on the Lunar and Planetary Missions Board of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration.  Among his many honors, Dr. Press
received the Japan Prize and the Vannevar Bush Award in 1993 and the National
Medal of Science in 1994.
LEW ALLEN, JR., is chairman of the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.
From 1982 to 1990, he served as vice president of the California Institute of Technol-
ogy and director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.  Prior to his association with
CalTech and JPL, he served as Air Force chief of staff and as a member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.  Dr.  Allen also served as director of the National Security Agency
from 1973 to 1977.  He is a member of the National Academy of Engineering.
DAVID H. AUSTON is the provost of Rice University.  Prior to his appointment
at Rice, he was professor of electrical engineering and applied physics and dean of
the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences at Columbia University.  He also was
a member of the technical staff at AT&T Bell Laboratories.  He is the recipient of the
R.W.  Wood Prize from the Optical Society of America, the Quantum Electronics
Award from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the Morris E.
Leeds Award.  He is a member of both the National Academies of Sciences and
Engineering.
FOREST BASKETT is the chief technology officer and senior vice president of
research and development at Silicon Graphics.  Since joining Silicon Graphics in
1986, Dr. Baskett has led engineering teams in the design of multiprocessing work-
stations and graphics structures.  Before joining Silicon Graphics, Dr. Baskett was
the director of Digital Equipment Corporation’s Western Research Laboratories,
where he was the leader of the Titan Project, designing and building research proto-
types of reduced instruction set computing (RISC) systems.  Prior to his work with
Digital, he spent 11 years as a professor of computer science and electrical engineer-
ing at Stanford University.  Dr. Baskett is a member of the National Academy of
Engineering.
BARRY R. BLOOM is the Weinstock Professor of Microbiology and Immunol-
ogy at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine and an investigator for the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute.  He has been a consultant to the White House in interna-
tional health policy, chaired committees at the World Health Organization, and
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served on National Research Council committees.  He was president of the Ameri-
can Association of Immunologists, and of the Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology.  He received the first Bristol Myers Squibb Award for Distin-
guished Research in Infectious Diseases and the Mayor of New York’s Award for
Excellence in Science and Technology.  He is a member of the National Academy of
Sciences and of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and is a councillor of
the Institute of Medicine.
DANIEL J. EVANS, chairman of Daniel J. Evans Associates, is a former governor,
United States senator, and state house of representatives member of Washington
State.  He was also president of the Evergreen State College in Washington.  Mr.
Evans currently serves on the boards or advisory committees of a number of philan-
thropic and business associations, including the Board of Regents of the University
of Washington.  He was the chair of the Panel on Policy Implications for Global
Warming of the Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy.
BARUCH FISCHHOFF is a professor of social and decision sciences and of
engineering and public policy at Carnegie Mellon University.  He is the recipient of
the American Psychological Association’s Early Career Awards for distinguished
scientific contributions to psychology and for contributions to psychology in the
public interest.  He is a fellow of the Society for Risk Analysis, as well as a recipient
of its Distinguished Achievement Award.  His current research includes risk commu-
nication, adolescent decision making, evaluation of environmental damage, and
insurance-related behavior.  He is a member of the Institute of Medicine.
MARYE ANNE FOX is the vice chair of the National Science Board.  She is vice
president for research at the University of Texas and the M. June and J. Virgil
Waggoner Regents Chair in Chemistry.  Dr. Fox was the recipient of the Garvan
Medal and the Arthur C. Cope Scholar Award from the American Chemical Society.
She is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, and a former member of the National Research Council’s
Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and Applications.
SHIRLEY A. JACKSON, professor of physics at Rutgers University, was recently
appointed by President Clinton as chair of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
A theoretical physicist, she spent 15 years on the technical staff at AT&T Bell Labora-
tories.  She is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and at the
American Physical Society and is a member of the MIT Corporation.  She is a mem-
ber of the National Research Council’s Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathemat-
ics, and Applications.  Dr.  Jackson resigned from the committee on July 12, 1995, to
become the chair of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
ROBERT I. LEVY is president of Wyeth-Ayerst Research.  He previously served
as president of the Sandoz Research Institute and professor of medicine at Columbia
University.  His other appointments include vice president for health sciences at
Columbia and Tufts Universities; dean, Tufts University School of Medicine, and
director of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.  In 1980, he received the
Albert Lasker Special Public Health Award and in 1988 was presented with the
Humana Heart Foundation Award for outstanding and long-term contributions to the
field of cardiology and cardiovascular medicine.  He is a member of the Institute of
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Medicine.  Dr. Levy resigned from the committee on March 22, 1995, due to sched-
ule conflicts.
RICHARD J. MAHONEY recently retired as the chairman and chief executive
officer of Monsanto Company.  He joined Monsanto in 1962 as a product develop-
ment specialist and subsequently held various marketing, technical service, and new
product development positions in Plastic Products, Agriculture, and International
Operations.  He was elected president in 1979 and named chief executive officer in
1983.  He is a director of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company and of the Union
Pacific Corporation, as well as a member of the advisory committee and/or board of
numerous philanthropic, educational, and business associations.
STEVEN L. McKNIGHT is research director for Tularik, Inc.  He also served as a
staff member of the Department of Embryology at the Carnegie Institution and as an
investigator for the Howard Hughes Medical Institute.  He is a lecturer and a recipi-
ent of the Eli Lilly Award, the AAAS Newcomb Cleveland Award, and the National
Academy of Sciences Award in Molecular Biology (the Monsanto Award).  He is a
member of the National Academy of Sciences.
MARCIA K. McNUTT is the Griswold Professor of Geophysics at the Massachu-
setts Institute of  Technology.  Prior to coming to MIT, she was a geophysicist for the
U.S. Geological Survey.  She is the recipient of the Macelevane Award of the Ameri-
can Geophysical Union.  Dr. McNutt has served on the National Research Council’s
Committee on Earth Sciences and has been an active participant in the National
Academy of Sciences’ annual symposia on the Frontiers of Science.
PAUL M. ROMER is professor of economics at the University of California at
Berkeley and a research associate for the National Bureau of Economic Research.
He previously held teaching positions at the University of Chicago and University of
Rochester.  Dr. Romer was the recipient of a Sloan Foundation fellowship.
LUIS SEQUEIRA is the J.C. Walker Professor of Plant Pathology at the University
of  Wisconsin in Madison.  A plant pathologist, he served as the director of the Coto
Research Station in Costa Rica and on the faculty of North Carolina State University.
His current research interests include soil microbiology, root diseases, plant growth
regulators, and the physiology of parasitism.  He is a member of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences.
HAROLD T. SHAPIRO is president of Princeton University, where he also is
professor of economics and public affairs.  Prior to coming to Princeton, he served
on the faculty of the University of Michigan for 24 years as professor of economics
and public policy; he was president from 1980 to 1988.  His professional activities
include memberships on the Conference Board, Inc. and the Bretton Woods Com-
mittee, as well as on the boards of many other corporations and institutions.  From
1990 to 1992, Dr. Shapiro served as a member of President Bush’s Council of Advi-
sors on Science and Technology.  He is a member of the Institute of Medicine and
chaired the Institute’s Committee on Employer-Based Health Benefits.
H. GUYFORD STEVER, a corporate director, scientist, and engineer, served as
White House science and technology adviser to President Ford, director of the
Office of Science and Technology Policy, and director of the National Science Foun-
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dation from 1973 to 1976.  Prior to his government service, he was president of the
Carnegie-Mellon University from 1965 to 1972 and professor of aeronautics and
astronautics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for 20 years.  Dr. Stever has
served as the National Academy of Engineering’s foreign secretary and as chairman
of the National Research Council’s Committee on Space and of the Panel of  Techni-
cal Evaluation of NASA’s Proposed Redesign of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Booster.  He is a member of both the National Academies of Sciences and Engineer-
ing.
JOHN P.  WHITE was, until recently, the director for the Center for Business
and Government at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard Univer-
sity.  He took over the program following his active involvement in both the Clinton
and Perot 1992 presidential campaigns.  He was general manager of the Integration
and Systems Products Division and vice president of Eastman Kodak Company and
the chief executive officer and chairman of the board of Interactive Systems Corpo-
ration from 1981 until it was sold to Eastman Kodak in 1988.  Previously, he served
in the federal government as the deputy director of the Office of Management and
Budget and as the assistant secretary of defense, manpower, reserve affairs and
logistics.  Mr. White resigned from the committee on June 22, 1995, to become
deputy secretary of defense.
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Sciences, Mathematics, and Applications, one of the major program units of the
National Research Council.  Prior to assuming this position in 1990, he was deputy
executive officer of the National Research Council.  He has been with the Council
since 1975, and before that held positions with the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the American Chemical Society, and the Sloan-Kettering
Institute.  He holds a degree in chemistry and was a Sloan-Rockefeller fellow in
advanced science writing.  He has written books on chemical research and energy
supply and demand, as well as numerous articles on science and technology for
Popular Science, New Science, and other publications.
ROBERT M. COOK-DEEGAN is a physician-molecular biologist, formerly
director of the Institute of Medicine’s Division of Biobehavioral Sciences and Mental
Disorders.  He has supervised eight major projects and numerous smaller efforts
since joining the Institute of Medicine in early 1991.  He previously directed several
studies for the Office of Technology Assessment, where he was a senior associate,
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MD from the University of Colorado in 1979.
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On the Allocation of Federal R&D
Christopher T. Hill, Professor of Public Policy and Technology
George Mason University
This paper provides a broad overview of the present-day allocations of federal
research and development (R&D) funds among diverse national purposes, perform-
ers, and sponsoring federal agencies.  It sets out a number of general considerations
in the formulation of federal R&D policies over the past 5 decades, and it describes
and analyzes the historical processes through which the portfolio of federal R&D
has been shaped.
Previous Analyses of the U.S. R&D Allocation Process
Robert M. Cook-Deegan, Senior Program Officer
National Research Council
This document reviews some major reports on U.S. federal science policy relevant
to the committee’s task.  Its purpose is to review what others have said when con-
fronted with tasks similar to the committee’s mandate, or when given different tasks
that required them to confront similar choices about R&D spending that must be
made at the presidential or congressional level.
Where Does the Federal Dollar for Basic Research Go?
Michael G.H. McGeary, Consultant
This paper describes the composition of the federal basic research budget and
presents background information on federally funded basic research—who funds
basic research and why, what mechanisms are used to provide support, who con-
ducts basic research and how, and how performers spend the dollars.
Survey of Reports on Federal Laboratories
Robert M. Cook-Deegan, Senior Program Officer
National Research Council
This background paper summarizes the recent reviews of federal laboratories, both
those operated by government and those conducted by contractors (whether corpo-
rate or university).
NOTE:  Copies of all commissioned papers are available upon request from the Commission on
Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and Applications, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution
Avenue, NW,  Washington, DC  20418.
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Acronyms
AAAS American Association for the Advancement of Science
ACE Angiotensin converting enzyme
AIDS Acquired immune deficiency syndrome
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
ATP Advanced Technology Program
CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
COSEPUP Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy
CRADA Cooperative research and development agreement
DHHS Department of Health and Human Services
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
DOD Department of Defense
DOE Department of Energy
DVA Department of Veterans Affairs
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
FDA Food and Drug Administration
FFRDC Federally funded research and development center
FS&T1 Federal science and technology
GDP Gross domestic product
GOCO Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratory
GOGO Government-owned, government-operated laboratory
GPRA Government Performance and Results Act of 1993
GPS Global positioning system
HIV Human immunodeficiency virus
HUD Department of Housing and Urban Development
MEP Manufacturing Extension Partnerships program
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NIH National Institutes of Health
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NSF National Science Foundation
1A term introduced by the committee to denote the science and technology base that underlies the
broader national R&D enterprise, as well as the pool of federal funding that supports that base.
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NSTC National Science and Technology Council
ODDR&E Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
OMB Office of Management and Budget
ONR Office of Naval Research
OSTP Office of Science and Technology Policy
R&D Research and development
RISC Reduced instruction set computing
TRP Technology Reinvestment Program
USAID U.S. Agency for International Development
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
USGS U.S. Geological Survey
VLSI Very large scale integrated circuit program
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